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A problem central to visual scene understanding and computer vision is to

extract semantically meaningful parts of images. A visual scene consists of objects,

and the objects and parts of objects are delineated from their surrounding by closed

contours. In this thesis a new bottom-up visual operator, called the Torque oper-

ator, which captures the concept of closed contours is introduced. Its computation

is inspired by the mechanical definition of torque or moment of force, and applied

to image edges. It takes as input edges and computes over regions of different size

a measure of how well the edges are aligned to form a closed, convex contour. The

torque operator is by definition scale independent, and can be seen as an oper-

ator of mid-level vision that captures the organizational concept of ’closure’ and

grouping mechanism of edges. In this thesis, fundamental properties of the torque

measure are studied, and experiments are performed to demonstrate and verify that

it can be made a useful tool for a variety of applications, including visual attention,

segmentation, and boundary edge detection.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Visual Cues

The problem of understanding the visual scene has been central to computer

vision. The classical approach to scene understanding [1] has been to first apply

processes that segment the scene into different surfaces and make models of it, the

so-called ’reconstruction processes’, which then apply processes of recognizing the

different parts of scene. Researches on reconstruction of visual scene aim to estimate

the physical parameters of the visual scene, such as depth, motion (scene motion

and/or ego-motion), the boundary of objects, the direction of the light source, the

surface reflectance, and so on. In order to reconstruct visual scenes, the problem

of inverse optics has to be solved. However, since the inverse optics problem is ill

posed, specific assumptions have to be made to reduce the ambiguities. For example,

knowledge of the reflectance map in shape from shading, rigidity in structure from

motion, or a 3D texel distribution in shape from texture has been assumed.

Recently, segmentation-based approaches have attracted attention for tack-

ling the problem. Especially color segmentation-based methods for the estimation

of optical flow and stereo disparity have gained in popularity, because of their good

performance. These segmentation approaches divide the image on the basis of color-

coherency into usually a large number of regions. The main issue for optical flow
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and stereo disparity estimation is the image correspondence problem. It is known

that the problem is difficult in some image regions, such as regions of poor tex-

ture and at the boundaries of objects. Color segmentation-based approaches have

advantages in these regions, because the color segmentation provides information

on surfaces and their boundaries. The underlying assumptions are: First, similarly

colored neighboring pixels have similar depth values or motions. In other words,

the depth or motion of all image points within a segment is well approximated by

a model, such as the affine or planar model. Second, the discontinuities in depth

or motion coincide with the boundaries of the segments, so that color discontinu-

ities can be used to delineate depth boundaries or motion discontinuities. Most of

the segmentation-based approaches start with an over-segmentation to ensure these

assumptions. However, the assumptions are not always true.

A wide range of computer vision problems could in principle make good use

of segmented images, as has been demonstrated with recent segmentation-based ap-

proaches. This is presumably related to the fact that perceptual grouping plays a

powerful role in human visual perception. However, the problem of image segmen-

tation and grouping itself remains a great challenge for computer vision. For once,

there does not exist a clear definition of image segmentation, because segmentation

is related to semantics. Thus in many situations there is not a single correct an-

swer. Several interpretations may be possible depending on the context, and the

partitioning is inherently hierarchical.

Early vision is considered a collection of modules which deal with the estima-

tion of quantities in the coordinate system of the observer, such as stereo disparity
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(depth), optical flow (image motion), texture, occlusion, contour, and various seg-

mentations (color, depth, motion). These visual cues are fundamental primitives

for vision processing. It has long been known that these modules are intertwined in

a ’Chicken and Egg’ fashion [2]. The issue is, what kinds of visual cues are useful

and how these visual cues are integrated. With an awareness of these two issues, we

focus on the first issue in this thesis.

Visual cues are categorized into low-, mid- and high-level cues. This catego-

rization is a rough distinction based on the level of abstraction, ranging from the

raw image to semantic recognition. Mid-level visual cues includes contour group-

ing, region grouping, and figure/ground organization. Evidence from psychophysics

suggests that vision processes on mid-level visual cues are important components of

the visual system and heavily interact with object and scene recognition.

In this thesis we introduce a scale-invariant mid-level representation of contour

grouping that operates on the raw image. We apply this representation to a number

of visual processes, such as boundary detection, visual attention, and segmentation,

which are essential for object and scene recognition.

1.2 Mid-level Vision

A central problem for visual scene interpretation is the localization and seg-

mentation of objects in the visual scene. The detection of their boundaries is essen-

tial for this purpose. All visual processing starts with the cluttered two-dimensional

image(s), which are formed as the projections of the three-dimensional world. Psy-
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chologists of the early twentieth century argued that human vision organizes the

image clutter at the early stages of interpretation through a process of figure ground

segmentation by identifying the object-related image regions for further processing.

They suggest that certain principles are applied to group pieces of an image and

locate borders of figures. Most theorists of vision argue that scene interpretation

involves processes at different levels of abstraction, which are categorized into low,

mid and high level vision. Low level processes compute features, such as local edges,

color, texture, image motion, and stereo disparity. Mid-level processes group the

features into meaningful geometric structure in the image, using cues such such as

convexity, closeness and parallelism of edges. They combine the low-level features

into larger coherent patches to obtain surfaces and other information such as 3D

structure, 3D motion, and lighting. Finally high level vision utilizes semantic in-

formation to recognize objects, actions and scenes. Many will agree that mid-level

vision to a large degree is about implementing organizational principles, some of

which have been proposed by the Gestalt theorists.

Not many studies, however, have explored mid-level cues as a tool for bound-

ary detection and segmentation. Some mid-level cues explored on contours are

junctions [3], parallelism, line continuity [4], and convexity [5, 6, 7]. Recently the

focus has shifted to data-driven approaches [8] to acquire mid-level representations;

for example [9] learns mid-level cues from low level cues.
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1.3 Boundary

Contours are an important cue for segmentation and recognition. By the term

contour, we generally refer to extended curve or edge fragments which present some

meaningful geometric concept. As a tool for recognition, so called contour patches,

which are local descriptors of spatial edge distributions have been developed. For

example, the shape context descriptor [10] encodes the spatial distribution of edge

points in log polar space, or [11] defines a feature detector based on the saliency

of local convexity. Recently, data driven approaches have become more popular,

which acquire contour fragments and their detectors [12, 13, 14] using sophisticated

learning techniques from large amounts of data.

Contour detection often is related to figure-ground segmentation. Local cues,

such as brightness, color, texture, and their gradients are combined, and weights

for each cue are learned using training image data sets with ground truth contours

[15, 16]. Recent high performance contour detection algorithms have an additional

globalization process combining local cues based on the affinity of distant pixels [17].

Leichter et al . [18] proposed a CRF based method to determine boundary own-

ership for a set of given curves marked along object boundaries. Its main novelty

is the use of a 2.1D model, that represents the depth ordering of image segments,

and the boundary owner ship is deduced from the depth ordering. The CRF model

consist of curve-related potential functions, junction-related potential functions, and

potential functions related to non-adjacent segment pairs. The curve-related poten-

tial functions are defined as the negative log posterior of the two segments’ ordinal
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depth values conditioned on the curve cues. The posterior is proportional to the

cue likelihood. Cues considered here are convexity, lower region, fold/cut and par-

allelism. The junction-related potential functions are defined similarly, where cues

are angles corresponding to segments at the junctions. A set of segment pairs where

the potential function’s related non-adjacent segments are defined, include segment

pairs which have similar hue distribution near curves. Their experimental results

show that their method outperform the previously best method.

1.4 Visual Attention

Visual attention or saliency can be used as pre-process for foreground segmen-

tation. Attention mechanisms are classified into bottom-up and top-down processes.

Top-down attention is more complex because it represents objects in memory [19]

and uses the memory to detect likely objects in an attended visual scene. Bottom

up attention is driven by low level processes. Probably the best known model of

visual attention is the one proposed by Itti et al . [20]. In this model, first local

feature maps are computed from color, intensity and orientation information as

the difference of Gaussian filters at multiple scales, which approximate the ’center-

surround’ differences of neurons. Larger center surround differences are considered

more ’conspicuous’. Then a combined saliency map is constructed by adding the

normalized feature maps. Related approaches differ in the choice of feature vectors

and combination of features. Harel et al . [21] compute a saliency map based on

the dissimilarity of features in regions using a graph-based approach. They define a
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Markov chain on a fully-connected directed graph with edge weights depending on

the dissimilarity of features and distance between the nodes corresponding to the

feature points. Then, it is solved for an equilibrium distribution. The same graph-

based method is used for normalization as well. The process accumulates mass at

nodes that have a high dissimilarity with their surrounding nodes. The authors

evaluated the performance of their detector on its ability to predict human atten-

tion using the human fixation data of Einhäuser et al . [22], and reported that 98%

of the ROC area of human based control is achieved, while the model by Itti et al .

achieved 84%. Recent work in fixation and attention [23, 24] offers an alternative to

the traditional ”early” feature saliency theories. Based on systematic psychophys-

ical experiments [23] suggests that observers look at objects as if they knew them

before they became aware of their identity, and [24] shows that the hypothesis that

humans attend to objects has a better predictive power in the data than any other

theory.

1.5 Segmentation

Segmentation involves combining information from the interior of surfaces,

that is regions which are smooth in some quantities, such as color intensity and tex-

ture [25, 26], motion [27, 28] or depth [29, 30] with information from the discontinu-

ities in these quantities, which are reflected as luminance edges and discontinuities in

the texture and the geometric cues. Most approaches treat the problem of segmenta-

tion as dividing the image into multiple regions using different clustering techniques.
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Examples are the mean-shift method [31] that first smoothes the image using non-

parametric parameter estimation and then clusters, and graph-partitioning methods

using the graph cut algorithm [32] or the normalized cut [26].

The methods closer related to segmenting objects are those that consider the

problem of segmentation as separating one foreground object from background. The

problem is usually modeled as optimizing for a binary labeling that assigns each

pixel a label, such that the labeling is both consistent with the observed data and

piecewise smooth. One sets up an energy model, which either is formulated prob-

abilistically and solved using belief propagation or graph cut methods [33, 29], or

continuous and reformulated with differential equations and solved using active con-

tours and variational approaches [34, 35, 36]. An interesting biological motivated

formulation was introduced in [37], which segments in the polar coordinate system

by minimizing for a closed contour surrounding a fixation point using a graph cut

formulation defined on edges only. However, all approaches have the problem of

being biased, usually towards small regions with small and smooth boundary. This

is because of texture edges, which in real images are always present, in conjunction

with minimizations biased towards certain shapes. For example graph cuts [29] are

known to favor small areas, the polar coordinate representation favors circular blobs,

and variational minimizations [38] explicitly minimize the length and/or smoothness

of the bounding contour.

In the context of segmentation, one is interested in the contours that form the

boundaries which separate foreground from background. Great advances in contour

detection have been achieved through data-driven approaches, championed in the
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work of Martin et al . [15]. In this work, local cues, such as brightness, color, texture,

and their gradients are combined, and weights for each cue are learned using image

data sets with ground truth contours [15, 16]. In similar spirit [39] learns edge

classifiers from simple features in image patches, Ren [40] combines information of

local operators from multiple scales, and the high performance contour detection

algorithm in [17] includes a globalization process to combine local edges based on

the affinity of distant pixels.

A wide variety of figure-ground segmentation methods have been proposed.

Prior research can be classified by the dominant visual cue that is used. Most

techniques are based on appearance, such as color, intensity and texture [25, 41, 26].

User interactive methods utilize seeds given manually, such as strokes or bounding

boxes, to produce a prior for the segmentation. Motion is another useful cue for

segmentation in video [27, 28]. Methods using depth information give robust object

segmentation [29, 30] at depth boundaries, however depth is not always available.

Segmentation approaches usually are based on local cues (edges and intensity)

as input to a global optimization, but recently many methods first compute super-

pixels [42, 43] by over-segmenting the image into perceptual uniform regions based

on the statistics in neighborhoods or affinity between points.

Taking another viewpoint, figure-ground segmentation methods can also be

classified according to whether prior knowledge has been assumed or not.

Gould et al . [44] proposed a method to perform both semantic and geometric

multi-class image segmentation. An energy function is defined as an horizon poten-

tial, an individual region potential and two inter-region potentials. The individual
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region and the inter-region potentials are defined by multi-class logistic classifiers

for semantic and geometric labels. The classifier is trained using extracted features.

Features are comprised of raw image features and learned boosted features. The

raw image features are the 17-dimensional color and texture features described in

[45]. The learned boosted features are scores from boosted classifiers which predict

a label given the raw image features. They use a two-stage hill climbing approach to

optimize the energy function. In the first stage, pixel-region association variables are

modified, then in the second stage, region and horizon variables are optimized. They

use max-product BP to infer region classes and geometry variables, then the horizon

is updated using ICM (Iterated Conditional Modes). They assume the image was

taken by a camera with the horizon axis parallel to the ground.

Schoenemann et al . [46] proposed a method both for figure/gound segmen-

tation and inpainting. Usually the boundary length is used as regularity term

in the energy function. However, they added curvature regularity to it. Surface

continuation constraints and boundary continuation constraints are taken into the

optimization, and the problem is formulated into an integer linear program. Since

solving integer linear programming is an NP-hard problem, it is solved by linear

programming relaxation. Experimental results show the importance of curvature

regularization in both segmentation and inpainting.

Hochbaum et al . [47] proposed an algorithm to solve the co-segmentation prob-

lem by graph-cut that is faster than previous approaches. Co-segmentation is a

figure/ground type segmentation, where multiple images of the same or similar ob-

jects are given as the foreground object. The co-seg problem is written in a linear
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combination of MRF minimization and similarity maximization. Prior work [48],

however, minimize the difference instead of maximizing similarity. In prior work, the

minimization is accomplished by incrementally improving one of the segmentations

keeping the other fixed, and the process starts with a given initial segmentation.

The proposed algorithm gives a solution without iteration by using the min-cut

algorithm on a graph, which has been constructed such that the min-cut method

minimizes the cost function.

Lempitsky et al . [49] proposed an image segmentation method, that assumes a

given bounding box. The authors take tightness into account, where every side of the

foreground object is supposed to be close to the bounding box. Tightness constraints

are added to the usual energy function consisting of unary and smoothness terms,

which turns the minimization to an integer program (IP). The IP, however, is an

NP-hard problem, therefore, the problem is relaxed to a linear program (LP) by

replacing the integrality constraints by real value constraints. Furthermore, a new

scheme to solve the LP problem by iterations is proposed since the LP problem is

hard to solve due to the combinatorial number of constraints. The authors pointed

out that there is a link between tightness and connectivity. Since the solution

of the LP problem is fractional (real value), rounding is necessary to obtain the

integer solution. The authors proposed a new rounding algorithm called pinpointing.

Given a real-valued priority map, the pinpointing algorithm gives a feasible optimal

solution to the problem. The priority may be given by the fractional solution of LP,

but it is arbitrary. Experimental results show that the proposed method gives very

good results.
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1.6 Motion Segmentation

Motion segmentation methods often use optical flow as visual cue. Many

methods for optical flow computation have been proposed, but according to the

recent benchmarking [50], derivatives of variational methods, originally introduced

by Horn and Schunck [51], outperform other approaches. Here we discuss three

prominent algorithms for optical flow computation. The optical flow algorithm pro-

posed by Brox et al . [52] is categorized as a variational method, where an energy

(or cost) function consisting of a data and a smoothness terms is defined, and then

the optimal optical flow is found by solving Euler-Lagrange equations. Grey value

(or brightness) constancy and gradient constancy assumptions are used in the data

term, and the smoothness term is based on the norm of the optical flow gradient.

The so-called ’robust norm’ function is used instead of quadratic penalisers. They

use a multi-scale approach, and the linearization is postponed by computing incre-

mentally the flow. This way, the algorithm is capable of estimating relatively large

image motion. The paper is heavily referenced by other optical flow papers. The

reason probably is that it gives the details of the numerical computation for solving

the Euler-Lagrange equations. Wedel et al . [53] proposed another variational optical

flow method consisting of a data term and a smoothness term. The data term con-

tains not only the of brightness constraint, but also the epipolar constraint, which

is represented by the fundamental matrix. They transform the original variational

energy functional into a convex dual form, and then solve the minimization itera-

tively alternating on the smoothness term and the data term. For the data term
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minimization, the absolute functions are replaced by dual variables with inequality

constraints. They proposed an efficient algorithm to solve the optimization of the

data term. Thereby, all possible combinations of the data terms are checked and

the optimal solution is found. Their experimental results show that their algorithm

was the best at the time of publication. Since they use the epipolar constraint,

the performance gets worse when the scene is dynamic. Reference [5] shows how to

transform the original energy function to dual form. Another variational optical flow

algorithm consisting of data term and smoothness term was proposed by Zimmer

et al . [54] . They modified the data term by a normalization incorporated into the

gradient constancy assumption, and they postpone the linearization using invariant

color space and using robust penalisers. The smoothness term is modified by a

Joint Image- and Flow-driving regularization (JIF), and JIF is modified by a regu-

larization tensor, rotational invariance, and single robust penalization. The optimal

solution is found by solving the Euler-Lagrange equations. They use a coarse-to-fine

multi-scale warping approach, where small flow increments are computed via a lin-

earized approach on each warping level. Their experimental results shows that their

method is ranked as the best in averaged angular error at the time of publication.

Kampel et al . [41] proposed a robust background modeling and shadow sup-

pression, and applied it to motion segmentation. They use Improved Hue, Lumi-

nance and Saturation (IHLS). Since hue is an angular value, an appropriate circular

statistics should be used. There is a tight relationship between the chrominance

component, and hue and saturation. Therefore, given n pairs of observations of

hue and saturation,
(
θHi , si

)
, the mean chrominance vector is computed based on
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a saturation-weighted statistics, Cs =
∑n

i=1 si cos θHi , Ss =
∑n

i=1 si sin θ
H
i . Given

background image data, mean luminance µy and associated standard deviation σy

are computed together with the mean chrominance vector c̄n and the mean Eu-

clidean distance σD to c̄n. These quantities form a background model, and a newly

observed ILHS (yo, ho, so) is classified as foreground if:

|yo − µy| > ασy ∨ ‖c̄n − soho‖ > ασD,

where α is the threshold. Then, if a pixel is classified as foreground by fulfilling the

above conditions, the pixel is checked if it is within shaded background as follows:

yo < µy ∧ |yo − µy| < βµy,

so − R̄n < τds,∥∥hoR̄n − c̄n
∥∥ < τh,

where, R̄n = ‖c̄n‖. They defined performance measures, DR, FR, MP, RM, and

QMS, for motion segmentation. They compared their method with RGB+NRGB,

NRGB+NRGB, and RGB+HSV. Their method outperforms the others. This method

is relatively easy to implement and shows good performance of background subtrac-

tion.

1.7 Depth Segmentation

Disparities between stereo or multi-view images can be found by different

methods. Among the many methods, recent energy minimization type methods

have been reported to produce high quality disparity maps. Belief propagation [55]
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and Graph-cut are often employed as optimization tools. Meltzer et al . proposed an

improved belief propagation, namely the tree re-weighted belief propagation [56].

Biologically inspired methods make one category of computational stereo dis-

parity methods. The cooperative method is one of the classic biologically inspired

methods, which has originally been proposed by Mar and Poggio [57] for comput-

ing stereo disparity and has been extended for occlusion detection by Zitnick and

Kanade [58]. They propose restricting the matching values in iterations depending

on the image similarity between the pixels in the two images corresponding to a

disparity value to prevent over-smoothing. Occlusions are detected by examining

the magnitude of the matching score with a specific threshold. The cooperative

methods use the matching score volume represented by network status for com-

puting the disparity map. However, it is not well known what the global measure

in this optimization is, and what cost function is to be minimized in this process.

Recently, Brockers [59] presented a cooperative stereo matching algorithm with ex-

plicit energy minimization, where the matching score volume consistent with initial

matching scores was smoothed. He introduced a color-based adaptive local support,

which is a factor of smoothness between pixels in the energy function. Occlusion

detection and post-processing to find sub-pixel level disparity maps were also pro-

posed in this method. Energy minimizations using a global optimization method

have recently become mainstream in approaches of stereo depth computation.

Over-segmentation using so-called super-pixels, can be combined with exist-

ing methods. Zhang and Kambhamettu [60] introduced the segmentation-based

approach into the cooperative algorithm. Their algorithm limits the local support
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area within the color segment in order to preserve boundaries. However, they added

neighboring segments into the support area, because disparity propagation within

only one segment was not sufficient. This, however, conflicts with the concept of

preserving boundaries.

Woo et al . [30] proposed an algorithm to segment a foreground object using

depth. They formulate the segmentation as a MAP estimation, where the proba-

bility of segmentation, disparity, disparity contour, intensity contour, and smooth

stereo image pairs is defined based on the MRF/GRF (Gibbs random fields) frame-

work. The MAP estimation is broken down into three components: estimation

of the smooth stereo image pair and intensity contour given a stereo image pair,

estimation of disparity map and disparity contour given the smooth stereo image

pair and intensity contour, and estimation of segmentation given the disparity map

and disparity contour. The initial intensity contour is given. The initial disparity

map is computed using the hierarchical OBM (overlapped block matching) method.

The initial segmentation is computed by background subtraction. The experimental

result looks good, but only one result has been shown. Since this method uses a

background image to obtain an initial guess of the segmentation, its application is

limited.

1.8 Cue Integration

One type of visual cue is often not sufficient to produce good results for image

segmentation. However, it is not straightforward how to integrate different types of
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visual cues. The following literature proposed segmentation utilizing multiple visual

cues.

Alpert et al . [25] proposed an image segmentation algorithm based on intensity

and texture. The probability that a pair of regions are in the same segment is defined

as P
(
s+ij|
−→
H i,
−→
Hj

)
, where sij is a binary random variable taking values s+ij or s−ij,

where s+ij indicates that two region i and j are in the same segment.
−→
H i is a set of

observations which includes average intensity and edge filter responses in the region

i. A graph is constructed, where regions are nodes and edges are associated with

a weight pij = P
(
s+ij|
−→
H i,
−→
Hj

)
. The graph is progressively shrunk by coarsening.

Experimental results show that the proposed method is the best in the F-measure

compared to SWA, N-cuts and Mean-Shift. The experiments also showed that the

proposed algorithm covers a foreground object with fewer number of fragments

compared with these other methods.

Kohli et al . [43] proposed an image segmentation algorithm using a CRF model

with unary, pairwise and higher order potentials. The unary potentials are a combi-

nation of color, texture, location, and shape. The pairwise potential is based on the

difference in color of neighboring pixels. The higher order potentials are obtained

using multiple mean-shift segmentations with different parameters. They claim bet-

ter segmentation results using a robust P n Potts model instead of a P n Potts model.

Experiments shows that accurate segmentations are obtained.

Torralba [61] proposed a learning algorithm for detecting a large number of

object classes in cluttered scenes. Their method shares features across object classes,

and the detectors for each class are trained jointly. To obtain the classifier they
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use a joint boosting algorithm. They also provide an efficient procedure for its

implementation because this method need to search among all feature, combinations

of classes, and thresholds.
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Chapter 2

Analysis of Torque Operator

2.1 Definition

Torque is a measure used in physics to express how much a force acting on an

object causes the object to rotate. It is defined as:

~τ = ~r × ~F , (2.1)

where ~τ is the torque vector. ~r is the displacement vector from the axis of rotation

to the point where the force is applied. ~F is the force vector. Based on this concept

we define a torque measure for images. It is treated as if a force is applied at a point

on an image edge along the tangent of the edge. For an arbitrary point, which we

call the center point, the rotation axis for the torque is imagined as if it is going

through the image point in three-dimensional space. Then, we can measure the

torque at any point in the image with respect to the rotation axis as it is defined

in physics. Figure 2.1 illustrates the concept of the torque in an image. Since the

displacement vector and the force vector are on the image surface, the torque vector

is always perpendicular to the image surface. Therefore, we call the value of the

torque vector along the axis perpendicular to the image simply the torque or torque

value here and after.
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Figure 2.1: Torque for Images. Consider a center point p and an edge
point q, to which we assign a force vector ~F along the tangent of the
edge. Denoting as ~r the vector from p to q, the torque vector at p is
defined as ~τ = ~r × ~F . Its value along the axis perpendicular the image
will be called the torque.

2.1.1 Continuous Edge Curve

In general, an image edge is represented by a function C ∈ R2 with parameter

t as follows:

C (t) = (Cx (t) , Cy (t))T . (2.2)

The derivative of C is treated as the force applied at an edge point. Thus we can

define the torque for points on edge curves as:

Definition 2.1.1 (Torque for points on edge curves)

τp (t) = (C (t)− p)× C ′ (t) , (2.3)

where p is the point where the rotation axis pierces the image. For simplicity, the

cross product for two dimensional vectors is obtained by cross-multiplying the vec-

tors, which is equivalent to considering the third component of the cross product
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of three dimensional vectors, whose first two components are the two dimensional

vectors and whose third element is zero.

Figure 2.2 gives an illustration of the geometric relation of the two vectors in

eq. (2.3).
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Figure 2.2: Torque for Points on Edge Curves.

Based on the definition of the torque for a point we define the torque of an

image patch as the sum over the torque values of all edge points in the image patch.

A rigorous definition of the torque of an image patch of arbitrary shape is as follows:

Definition 2.1.2 (Torque of an image patch (continuous))

τP =
N∑
i

M i∑
j

1

2 |P |

∫ ti,j1

ti,j0

τ ip (t) dt, (2.4)

where P denotes an image patch, and p is a point inside the patch. |P | is the area

of the patch. N is number of edge curves overlapping the image patch. τ ip (t) is the

torque at value t of the i-th edge curve. The i-th edge curve has M i segments within

the image patch, and the j-th segment of the i-th edge curve is represented between
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ti,j0 and ti,j1 in parameter t.

In this definition, the sum of the torque value for each edge segment is normalized

by 1/ (2 |P |) in order to make the torque of an image patch invariant to scale. The

reason for using the factor 2 in the denominator is explained in the section 2.2.2.

2.1.2 Discrete Edge Points

Since our images are discrete, edges are represented by a set of pixels in the

image instead of continuous edge curve. Then, the force at a edge pixel is defined

by an oriented unit vector in the direction of the edge, and the torque value of an

edge pixel amounts to:

Definition 2.1.3 (torque value of an edge pixel)

τpq = ‖~rpq‖ sin θpq, (2.5)

where p is the point on the image through which the rotation axis passes. q is an

edge pixel. ~rpq is the displacement vector from p to q, and θ is the angle between the

displacement vector and the edge orientation.

Note that in our definition edges are oriented. Thus, the value of the torque

can have positive and negative values. If multiple images are available we can define

the orientation on the basis of depth. In the case of single images we define it as

perpendicular clockwise to the image gradient, such that the brighter side is on its

right and the darker side on its left.
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Similarly to the definition on edge curves, the discrete torque of an image patch

is defined as:

Definition 2.1.4 (torque for an image patch (discrete))

τP =
1

2 |P |
∑

q∈E(P )

τpq, (2.6)

where E (P ) is a set of edge pixels in the patch P , and p is a point inside the patch

for the rotation axis.

In principle the shape of the patch could be arbitrary, but in this thesis, we

examine disc, square, rectangle, and elliptic patches, where p is at the center of the

patch. For the case of disk or square patch, it is specified by its center point (x, y)

and its scale, i.e. radius or width, s. Therefore, the torque of a patch is specified as

a value in three-dimensional space (x, y, s):

τ (x, y, s) . (2.7)

We call this set of torque values in three-dimensional space as torque volume.

2.2 Fundamental Properties

In this section, some of the basic properties of the torque are treated formally.

Specifically, we start with a discussion on the superposition principle and the rela-

tionship between torque and area. Next, an intuition for torque is given by analyzing

the torque on simple shapes. Then the properties of torque extrema observed over

scale are discussed. Torque maps for multiple objects in different configurations
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are shown, and lastly the similarity of the torque to the medial axis transform is

discussed.

2.2.1 Principle of Superposition

From the definition 2.1.2, the torque of an image patch is decomposed into the

torque values of the edge curves or points in the patch. This fact can be stated as

follows:

Lemma 2.2.1 (Principle of Superposition) Let’s say that the edge curves over-

lapping with a given patch are represented as the union of edge curves as follows:

C =
⋃
i

{Ci (ti) |t0 ≤ ti ≤ t1} . (2.8)

Then, the torque for C is the superposition of torques for Ci.

Similarly, the lemma can be also derived from the definition 2.1.4 by replacing Ci

by the torque value for each edge pixel, τpq.

2.2.2 Torque and Area

Since the torque is defined by the cross product of vectors, it is essentially

related to the area defined by these vectors as shown in Fig. 2.3. This relationship

can easily be extended to edge curves. Assuming edges are clean continuous curves,

the amount of the torque of a patch is related to the position of the curves in the

patch and their shape. The torque of a closed curve, completely inside the patch, is

proportional to its area. The closer the patch boundaries surround the curve, the
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larger the torque value becomes. For curve segments intersecting the boundary of the

patch with center p at two intersection points q1 and q2, the torque is proportional

to the area enclosed by the edge curve and the two line segments pq1 and pq2. This

is depicted in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: Cross Product and Area. The triangle enclosed by the vector

~r and ~F is equivalent to
∥∥∥~r × ~F

∥∥∥ /2.
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Figure 2.4: Relationship between Torque and Area. (a) The disk patch
is smaller than the object, and it intersects only a part of the boundary.
(b) The disk patch covers the whole object boundary. In this figure the
patches are drawn of same size, and the object size is changed from (a)
to (b) to visualize the normalization effect in the torque of a image patch,
which is proportional to the hatched area.

For a more precise analysis, the relationship between torque and area is stated
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as follows:

Lemma 2.2.2 (Relationship between Torque and Area) The absolute value

of the torque of a patch without normalization is equivalent to twice the area enclosed

by segments of edge curves overlapping the patch and line segments connecting the

point of the rotation axis and the end points of the edge curve segments (i.e. the

hatched area in Fig. 2.4).

Proof (2.2.2) Let’s say that
{
C (t) = (Cx (t) , Cy (t))T : t0 ≤ t ≤ t1

}
is an over-

lapping segment of an edge curve C (t) on the patch. The point of rotation axis is

denoted by p. The area enclosed by the segment of the edge curve and the two line

segments C (t0)−p and C (t1)−p (i.e. the hatched area in Fig. 2.5) can be computed

as follows:

A =
1

2

∫ t1

t0

‖C (t)− p‖ · (−Cy (t) + yp, Cx (t)− xp)
‖C (t)− p‖

· C ′ (t) dt

=
1

2

∫ t1

t0

(C (t)− p)× C ′ (t) dt. (2.9)

On the other hand, the torque of a point p = (xp, yp) without normalization is written

as follows:

τ =

∫ t1

t0

(C (t)− p)× C ′ (t) dt. (2.10)

Fig. 2.6 illustrates the geometric interpretation of the term inside integral in eq. (2.9).

At a single point we have an an infinitesimal triangular area, and the integral be-

tween t0 and t1 is equivalent to the area specified in Fig. 2.5. Therefore, the torque

without normalization is equivalent to twice of the area.
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Figure 2.5: Area of Curve with regard to Point.
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Figure 2.6: Area for Infinitesimal Curve Segment.
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There is an another way to verify the relationship between torque and area.

The torque for the edge curve C (t) with regard to p can be rewritten as follows:

τ =

∫ t1

t0

(C (t)− p)× C ′ (t) dt

=

∫ t1

t0


 Cx (t)

Cy (t)

−
 xp

yp


×

 C
′
x (t)

C
′
y (t)

 dt

=

∫ t1

t0

(Cx (t)− xp)C
′

y (t)− (Cy (t)− xp)C
′

x (t) dt

= [Cx (t)Cy (t)]t1t0 −
∫ t1

t0

C
′

x (t)Cy (t) dt− xp [Cy (t)]t1t0

− [Cy (t)Cx (t)]t1t0 −
∫ t1

t0

C
′

y (t)Cx (t) dt− yp [Cx (t)]t1t0

=

∫ t1

t0

C
′

y (t)Cx (t)− C ′x (t)Cy (t) dt

+ yp (Cx (t1)− Cx (t0))− xp (Cy (t1)− Cy (t0)) . (2.11)

Without loss of generality, we can take the origin of the coordinate system as (xp, yp).

Then, the above equation can simply be written as follows:

τ =

∫ t1

t0

C (t)× C ′ (t) dt

=

∫ t1

t0

C
′

y (t)Cx (t)− C ′x (t)Cy (t) dt. (2.12)

The above equation can again be rewritten as :

τ = Cx (t1)Cy (t1)− Cx (t0)Cy (t0)− 2

∫ t1

t0

C
′

x (t)Cy (t) dt

= 2

∫ t1

t0

C
′

y (t)Cx (t) dt− Cx (t1)Cy (t1) + Cx (t0)Cy (t0) . (2.13)

Referring the Fig. 2.7, the above equation can be interpreted as follows: The area

hatched with diagonal lines equals to the area of the big triangle (1
2
Cx (t1)Cy (t1))
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minus the small triangle hatched with dots (1
2
Cx (t0)Cy (t0)) minus the area hatched

with waves (
∫ t1
t0
C
′
x (t)Cy (t) dt).
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Figure 2.7: Another Geometric Interpretation.

2.2.3 Torque for Simple Shapes

First, we start with examining the torque for a line segment. Many simple

shapes can be drawn with a set of line segments as polygons. By the definition in

eq. 2.1.2, the torque of a patch is the sum of the torque values of all edge curve

segments inside the patch as stated in lemma 2.2.1. Therefore, the torque for a

polygon can be decomposed into the torque values of line segments. A line segment

is specified by its end points ps = (xs, ys)
T and pe = (xe, ye)

T . The line segment is

written as a function of parameter t as follows:

C (t) = ps + t (pe − ps)

= (xs + t (xe − xs) , ys + t (ye − ys))T . (2.14)

We assume that the line segment overlaps with the patch within t0 ≤ t ≤ t1. The

integral of the torque in eq. (2.3) with eq. (2.14) is solved analytically between t0
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and t1 as follows:

τp = (ps × p+ ps × pe + pe × p) (t1 − t0)

= (xsyp − ysxp + xsye − ysxe + xeyp − yexp) · (t1 − t0) . (2.15)

A disk patch overlapping a line segment it is depicted in Fig. 2.8.

t0

t1

pe

ps p

Figure 2.8: Torque of Line Segment for Disk Patch

A torque map is computed by computing the torque of a patch at every location

in the image. For example, if the patch is a disk of specific radius, the torque map

is computed by applying the disk patch at every point in the image. A torque map

for a line segment is shown in Fig. 2.9.

When we use disk patches, computing the torque map for rotated images is

equivalent to rotating the torque map. A polygon can be seen as consisting of the

rotated and translated copies of a line segment. Therefore, the torque map for a

polygon can be produced by taking the sum of rotated and translated copies of the

torque map a line segment according to the principle of superposition. Figure 2.10 is

an example to show this principle. Figure 2.10(a) shows an image consisting of a line

segment and its rotated and translated copy . Figure 2.10(b) shows the torque map

for the line segment. Figure 2.10(c) shows the torque map rotated and translated
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: Torque of Line Segment using Disk Patches. (a) shows an
image of a line segment. (b) shows the color coded torque map. The
torque value is color coded so that warm colors indicate positive value
and cool colors indicate negative value.

in the same way as the line segment. Figure 2.10(d) shows the torque map for the

two line segments, which is equivalent to the sum of Fig. 2.10(b) and (c).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.10: Superposition of Torque Maps. (a) shows an image consist-
ing of a line segment and its rotated and translated copy. (b) shows the
torque map for one line segment. (c) shows the torque map rotated and
translated in the same way as the line segment. (d) shows the torque
map for the two line segments, which is equivalent to the sum of (b) and
(c).

The torque map changes with the size of the patch in addition to the shape

of the patch. Examples of torque maps using different patch sizes are shown in

Fig. 2.11
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Figure 2.11: Torque Maps for Line Segment using Disk Patches of Dif-
ferent Size. The numbers below the torque maps denote the radius of
the disk patch in pixels. The image is size of 101× 101 pixels.

2.2.4 Torque Extrema

According to the principle of superposition, multiple line segments produce

multiple torque distributions, and these distributions are added when they collide.

The torque of a patch by definition is expected to be large in magnitude when the

edges within a patch are surrounding the center point in a way that their forces

add up, while it is expected to be small in magnitude when the edges are few or

random. Therefore, it is expected that the torque measure is useful for finding the

location and the scale, where edges are in structure of their surrounding. Figure 2.12

shows an example, where the structured edges form a triangle. Observing the torque

over different patch sizes, we see that the peak of the torque indicates the center

of the triangle and the corresponding patch size indicates the size of the triangle.

Figure 2.13 gives another example, where the structured edges form a circle. Square

patches were used in the computation. Like in the above example, the peak in the

torque values over scale at the center of the circle indicates the size of the circle.

Furthermore, the maximum torque value represents how well the edges surrounding
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the point are aligned. The patch containing the maximum torque value indicates

the scale of the best aligned edges (within the range of patch sizes considered). The

torque tends to be of same sign inside close edges, and of opposite sign outside. The

sign depends on whether the edge direction is clock-wise or counter-close-wise.

2 10 21 30

Figure 2.12: Torque Maps for a Triangle over Patch Sizes. The numbers
below the torque maps denote the radius of the disk patch in pixels.
The image is size of 101× 101 pixels, and the height of the triangle is 40
pixels. The radius of the inscribed circle of the triangle is 20 pixels.

Regarding extrema of the torque, a theoretical analysis using simple linear

edge can give us an understanding of the basic factors determining the value of the

torque. As we see from the relationship between torque and area (sec. 2.2.2), the

torque for an edge line in a disk patch is proportional to the area of the triangle

formed by the lines from center of patch to the intersection points, and the edge

segment, as depicted in Fig 2.14 Referring to the figure, the orange lines represent

edges, and the green triangles are proportional to the torque value. Taking the

normalization factor (2πr2) into account, the torque for a linear edge is written as

a function of the radius of the disk patch r and the distance, d from the center of

the disk to the edge, i.e.

τ = ±d
√
r2 − d2
πr2

. (2.16)
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Figure 2.13: Torque Maps for a Circle over Patch Sizes. (a) is the
image, and (b) is the edge map of the image. The circle is located
in the middle of the image, and its diameter is 61 pixels. The torque
values are computed at the center point of the image over different patch
widths. Plot (c) shows, that the maximum torque at the center of image
is obtained when the patch size fits the circle.

This function is plotted over r in Fig 2.14. The graph can also can be interpreted

as a plot over 1/d because changing r to αr is equivalent to changing d to d
α

in

eq. (2.16). The lower part of this figure visualizes the relationship between the disk

patch, the linear edge and its torque value. As r increases, the area of the triangle

increases, however it shrinks when we consider the normalization to a unit disk

patch. Considering the normalization factor the torque value is proportional to the

area of the triangle shown at the bottom of the figure. Drawings in the same column

correspond to the same torque value plotted in the graph.

The derivative of τ with respect r amounts to:

∂τ

∂r
= ± d (2d2 − r2)

πr3
√
r2 − d2

. (2.17)
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The derivative is equal to zero when r =
√

2 ·d, and the torque at this radius has an

extremum of value τ = ±1/ (2π). The torque maps for a line segment at different

patch sizes are shown in Fig. 2.11. The extrema of torque is at a distance d = r/
√

2

for a specific patch size, or at a patch size of r =
√

2 · d for a specific point when

the distance to the line segment is d.
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Figure 2.14: Torque Transition over different Patch Sizes
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2.2.5 Torque Value Map and Scale Map

We define a data-structure that combines the torque values for different patch

sizes, which we can describe by the following equations:

V (x, y) = τ (x, y, ŝ (x, y)) , (2.18)

S (x, y) = sgn (V (x, y)) · ŝ (x, y) , (2.19)

ŝ (x, y) = argmax
s
|τ (x, y, s)| , (2.20)

where τ (x, y, s) is the torque value at point (x, y) with patch size (scale) s. We call

this three-dimensional volume of τ the torque volume, and V and S the torque value

map and scale map, respectively. Figure 2.15 shows examples of torque value maps

and scale maps for some simple figures, where the darker red color indicates larger

positive value and the darker blue color indicates smaller negative value. The edge

maps are overlaid in black in the figure. In the cases of these simple shapes, the

torque value map directly provides the location of the object, i.e. the center of the

polygons, and the scale map provides its scale (at the point corresponding to the

extrema in the value map).

2.2.6 Texture vs Boundary

The torque will be larger when it contains extended contours and will be

largest if the contours are closed. On the other hand, the torque will be small if

the edges are random. Thus, intuitively texture edges lead to small torque value

and boundary edges to large values. Figure 2.16 is an explanatory example to

demonstrate that the torque operator captures closedness of boundary edges being
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Figure 2.15: Torque Value Maps and Scale Maps for Simple Shapes.
Upper row shows torque value map for each shape. Edges are drawn
onto the torque value map with black lines. The corresponding scale
maps are shown in the lower row.

little effected by random texture edges. In this example, an image of a textured

circle on white background was generated. Although some small effects of texture

edges are observed in the torque value map, the strongest extrema stays at the

center of the circle, and the the region of same sign of torque roughly represents the

object region. Although the darkest region inside the circle has a closed boundary,

and the surrounding regions are all brighter than the dark region, there does not

appear a strong extrema in the torque for the dark region.

2.2.7 Different Configurations

Torque value maps and scale maps are more complex for multiple objects

located close to each other or for objects of different topology. Figure 2.17 shows

two examples of theoretical and empirical value maps and scale maps for different

configurations; one is for the case of one object on top of another object, and the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.16: Example Torque Map for Textured Object: (a) Synthesized
textured object image. (b) Edge map. (c) Torque value map.

other is for the case of an object with a hole. The edge direction is defined such that

the darker region is on the left side of the edge along its direction. For the case of two

objects on bright background, and the brighter object on top of the darker object,

both the theoretical and the empirical torque value map have negative torque for

the darker object, but positive torque values appear in the brighter object region

around the edges shared with the darker object. For the darker object, the edges

are closed, because the torque definition takes the the direction into account. On

the other hand, the edges at the border between the brighter object and the darker

object conflict with other edges of the brighter object in direction. These edges give

torque values of opposite sign, and result in the positive torque value region close

to the edge. For the case where an object has a hole, the edges of the outer and

inner boundaries provide torque values of the same sign for the object region, and

the edges of the inner boundaries provide a torque of the opposite sign for the hole.

In these examples, the object has negative torque, and positive torque appears at
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the region of the hole.

Figure 2.17: Torque for Different Configuration. The first and the second
row show the theoretical and empirical torque value and scale maps,
respectively. The first and the fourth column show the test images. The
second and the fifth column show scale maps. The third and sixth show
torque value maps.

2.2.8 Two Circles Configurations

There is an infinite number of configurations of two objects, because the shapes

of objects are arbitrary. Using topology is a way to abstract away shape differences.

However, the torque is strongly affected by the shape. The shape of an apple and

the shape of a snake are topologically same, but the torque maps for these objects

are different. The shape of the patches used has an influence on the torque. For

example, for the case of disk patches, the boundary of an apple is well suited for

the patch, but the boundary of a snake is not. Thus, the choice of the patch shape

is essentially an assumption on the desired or most probable shape of objects. In

order to make the analysis of different configurations meaningful, we will consider

disk patches, and the object are circles. The configuration of two circles can be

defined by the relative radius and the relative location of one circle to a unit circle.
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What we want to know, is the border where catastrophic changes in the torque map

occur.
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Figure 2.18: Two Circles Configuration Definition.

As d and r change, as shown in figure (a)-(f) below, catastrophic changes in

the torque are expected at (b), (d), (f).

In this experiment, we used a white (brightness=1) background and dark cir-

cles. The near circle was filled in black (brightness=0), and the far circle was filled

in gray (brightness=0.5). The far circle is drawn with 20 pixel radius, and here r

and d are in relative scale as the far circle size is normalized to 1. The following

figures show torque value maps over changes in r and d. Edges are overlaid to the

torque value map in black. As can be seen, the generated torque value maps well

indicate object location. Significant torque sign changes by the effect of occluding

object are not observed.
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Figure 2.19: Two Circles Configuration Samples.

2.2.9 Torque based on Gradient

Up to now, the torque has been defined on edges. Images have strong edges

and weak edges, but the strength of edges has not been considered in the definition.

Edges are normally detected based on image gradients, and the gradient carries

the strength of edges. Next we define a variation of the torque defined on image

gradients. The torque on gradients is defined as follows:

Definition 2.2.1 (Torque on gradients)

τpq = ~rpq × ∇̃I (q) , (2.21)

where p is the point, where the rotation axis pierces the image. q is a point on

the image. rpq is the displacement vector from p to q. ∇̃I (q) is the 90 degree

rotated gradient of the image I at q representing an oriented edge-like vector, which
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r = 0.5

d=0.0 d=0.5 d=1.0 d=1.5 d=2.0

d=2.5 d=3.0 d=3.5 d=4.0

r = 1.0

d=0.0 d=0.5 d=1.0 d=1.5 d=2.0

d=2.5 d=3.0 d=3.5 d=4.0

Figure 2.20: Two Circles Configurations Experiment 1/2.
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r = 1.5

d=0.0 d=0.5 d=1.0 d=1.5 d=2.0

d=2.5 d=3.0 d=3.5 d=4.0

r = 2.0

d=0.0 d=0.5 d=1.0 d=1.5 d=2.0

d=2.5 d=3.0 d=3.5 d=4.0

Figure 2.21: Two Circles Configurations Experiment 2/2.
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is defined as
(
∂I
∂y
,− ∂I

∂x

)
.

Similarly, the Torque on gradients for a patch is defined as follows:

Definition 2.2.2 (Torque on gradients for a patch)

τP =
1

2 |P |

∫
q∈P

τpqdq, (2.22)

where P is the patch, and the integral is taken over the patch.

Next we show that the torque of gradients for a disk patch is equivalent to the

difference of the average image intensity inside the patch and the average image

intensity on the patch boundary.

Lemma 2.2.3 (Torque of Gradients and Average Intensity) The torque based

on image gradients is equivalent to the average intensity over the image patch minus

the average intensity on the boundary of the patch. Using disk patches this amounts

to:

τP =
1

πR2

∫ R

0

∫ π

−π
I (r, θ) · rdθdr

− 1

2πR

∫ π

−π
I (R, θ) ·Rdθ, (2.23)

where I (r, θ) is image intensity at (r, θ) in the polar coordinate system.

Without loss of generality, it is assumes that the center of the patch is the origin of

the coordinate system so that ~rpq = (x, y) for q = (x, y). Then, eq. (2.23) can be

derived as follows using (x, y) = (r cos θ, r sin θ):
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Proof (2.2.3)

τP =
1

2πR2

∫ R

0

∫ π

−π

{
x

(
−∂I
∂x

)
− y∂I

∂y

}
rdθdr

=
1

2πR2

∫ R

0

∫ π

−π
cos θ

(
sin θ

∂I

∂θ
− r cos θ

∂I

∂r

)
− sin θ

(
cos θ

∂I

∂θ
+ r sin θ

∂I

∂r

)
rdθdr

= − 1

2πR2

∫ R

0

∫ π

−π
r2
∂I

∂r
dθdr

= − 1

2πR2

∫ π

−π

{
R2I (R, θ)−

∫ R

0

2rI (r, θ) dr

}
dθ

=
1

πR2

∫ R

0

∫ π

−π
I (r, θ) · rdθdr

− 1

2πR

∫ π

−π
I (R, θ) ·Rdθ. (2.24)

The equation above is equivalent to eq. (2.23)
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Lemma 2.2.3 has been given for a disk patch, but it is also holds for square

patch, as shown next.

τ (x0, y0) =

∫ yb

yt

∫ xr

xl

 x− x0

y − y0

×
 ∂I

∂y

− ∂I
∂x

 dxdy

=

∫ yb

yt

∫ xr

xl

(x− x0)
(
−∂I
∂x

)
− (y − y0)

∂I

∂y
dxdy

= x0

∫ yb

yt

∫ xr

xl

∂I

∂x
dxdy + y0

∫ yb

yt

∫ xr

xl

∂I

∂y
dxdy

−
∫ yb

yt

∫ xr

xl

x
∂I

∂x
dxdy −

∫ yb

yt

∫ xr

xl

y
∂I

∂y
dxdy

= x0

∫ yb

yt

I (xr, y)− I (xl, y) dy + y0

∫ xr

xl

I (x, yb)− I (x, yt) dx

−
∫ yb

yt

{
[xI (x, y)]xrxl −

∫ xr

xl

I (x, y) dx

}
dy

−
∫ xr

xl

{
[yI (x, y)]ybyt −

∫ yb

yt

I (x, y) dy

}
dx

= x0

∫ yb

yt

I (xr, y)− I (xl, y) dy + y0

∫ xr

xl

I (x, yb)− I (x, yt) dx

+ 2

∫ yb

yt

∫ xr

xl

I (x, y) dxdy

−
∫ yb

yt

xrI (xr, y)− xlI (xl, y) dy −
∫ xr

xl

ybI (x, yb)− ytI (x, yt) dx

= 2

∫ yb

yt

∫ xr

xl

I (x, y) dxdy

− (xr − x0)
∫ yb

yt

I (xr, y) dy − (x0 − xl)
∫ yb

yt

I (xl, y) dy

− (yb − y0)
∫ xr

xl

I (x, yb) dx− (y0 − yt)
∫ xr

xl

I (x, yt) dx. (2.25)
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When xl = x0−w/2, yt = y0−h/2, xr = x0 +w/2 and yb = y0 +h/2, the eq. (2.25)

can be written as follows:

τ (x0, y0) = 2

∫ y0+h/2

y0−h/2

∫ x0+w/2

x0−w/2
I (x, y) dxdy

− w

2

∫ y0+h/2

y0−h/2
I (x0 + w/2, y) dy

− w

2

∫ y0+h/2

y0−h/2
I (x0 − w/2, y) dy

− h

2

∫ x0+w/2

x0−w/2
I (x, y0 + h/2) dx

− h

2

∫ x0+w/2

x0−w/2
I (x, y0 − h/2) dx. (2.26)

2.2.10 Similarity and Difference to Medial Axis

The medial axis of a shape, introduced by Blum [62], is defined as the set of all

points where bi-tangent circle exists, which is equivalent to the set of all points where

more than two closest points on the boundary of the shape exist. The definition

of the medial axis is interpreted using the concept of time. Imagine that waves

start from edges and spread uniformly with the same speed. These waves do not go

through each other, i.e. waves are canceled when they collide. The contours that

appear at the places where waves collide, are the medial axis. Figure 2.22 shows

wave fronts and the medial axis for simple shapes.

As we can see from Fig. 2.11, the torque map also evolves over patch sizes as

if waves spread from edges. Similarly to Fig. 2.22, Fig. 2.23 shows wave fronts of

torque values for a line segment. A line segment lies horizontally at the center of

image, and the wave front is computed as the set of locations for every vertical scan
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Figure 2.22: Wave Fronts and Medial Axis for Simple Shapes.

Figure 2.23: Wave Fronts of Torque for Line Segment.
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where the torque is maximum in absolute value with several different disk patch

radiuses. Due to the principle of superposition, torque values become high at the

places where waves collide in the same phase. Therefore, we see lines in the torque

value maps in Fig. 2.15 that look like medial axes. However, the wave front of torque

over scales is not uniform due to effect of terminals of the line segment as can be

seen in Fig. 2.23. Furthermore, waves are going through other waves according to

the principle of superposition. A significant difference to the medial axis is that the

torque measure captures the degree of surrounding edges.
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Chapter 3

Application of Torque Operator

It is reasonable to expect, on the basis of current knowledge, that the visual

processing necessary to find an object in a scene consists of three modules: visual

attention, boundary detection, and foreground segmentation, as depicted in Fig. 3.1.

Such an active approach is especially well suited for mobile robot applications. The

attention mechanism is important for focusing the processing to the conspicuous

region - the region of interest. In biological systems the attention is indicated by

the fixation point. Segmenting foreground from background then requires to detect

edges surrounding the fixation point. The torque mechanism can be used to empha-

size contour edges and bias the segmentation towards these contours. In this section,

we evaluate how much the proposed torque operator can improve each of these three

steps mentioned above by comparing it against other methods in standard database

settings.

Input Image Attention Boundary Segmentation

Figure 3.1: Visual Processing using Image Torque Operator
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3.1 Efficient Torque Computation

The computation of torque is time consuming with a straightforward imple-

mentation. Next we introduce an efficient computational method for the torque

using rectangular patches, using the concept of integral images. Let’s say that the

edge vector map is represented by maps of x and y components of edge vectors,

FX (x, y) and F Y (x, y). The torque for an image patch can be written as follows:

τP (x, y) =
1

2 |P |
∑

(u,v)∈P(x,y)

(u− x)F Y (u, v)− (v − y)FX (u, v)

=
1

2 |P |

 ∑
(u,v)∈P(x,y)

uF Y (u, v)−
∑

(u,v)∈P(x,y)

vFX (u, v)

−x
∑

(u,v)∈P(x,y)

F Y (u, v) + y
∑

(u,v)∈P(x,y)

FX (u, v)

 . (3.1)

For a square patch, the summation is written as
∑

(u,v)∈P(x,y)
=
∑y+w

v=y−w
∑x+w

u=x−w.

For computational efficiency, we can pre-compute the following arrays.

for x = 0→ (image width)− 1 do

HX (x, 0)← FX (x, 0)

HY (x, 0)← F Y (x, 0)

GX (x, 0)← 0

GY (x, 0)← xF Y (x, 0)

end for

for y = 0→ (image hight)− 1 do

HX (0, y)← FX (0, y)

HY (0, y)← F Y (0, y)
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GX (0, y)← yFX (0, y)

GY (0, y)← 0

end for

for y = 1→ (image hight)− 1 do

for x = 1→ (image width)− 1 do

HX (x, y)← HX (x− 1, y) +HX (x, y − 1) + FX (x, y)

HY (x, y)← HY (x− 1, y) +HY (x, y − 1) + F Y (x, y)

GX (x, y)← GX (x− 1, y) +GX (x, y − 1) + yFX (x, y)

GY (x, y)← GY (x− 1, y) +GY (x, y − 1) + xF Y (x, y)

end for

end for
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Then, the necessary summation in equation (3.1) within square patches can be

computed simply as follows:

x+w∑
u=x−w

y+w∑
v=y−w

FX (u, v) = HX (x+ w, y + w) +HX (x− w − 1, y − w − 1)

−HX (x− w − 1, y + w)−HX (x+ w, y − w − 1) . (3.2)

x+w∑
u=x−w

y+w∑
v=y−w

F Y (u, v) = HY (x+ w, y + w) +HY (x− w − 1, y − w − 1)

−HY (x− w − 1, y + w)−HY (x+ w, y − w − 1) . (3.3)

x+w∑
u=x−w

y+w∑
v=y−w

vFX (u, v) = GX (x+ w, y + w) +GX (x− w − 1, y − w − 1)

−GX (x− w − 1, y + w)−GX (x+ w, y − w − 1) . (3.4)

x+w∑
u=x−w

y+w∑
v=y−w

uF Y (u, v) = GY (x+ w, y + w) +GY (x− w − 1, y − w − 1)

−GY (x− w − 1, y + w)−GY (x+ w, y − w − 1) . (3.5)

This way, the computational cost is significantly reduced because is not necessary

to compute the summation for each position of the patch. The method work for

arbitrarily rectangular patches by adapting the ±w above.

3.1.1 Approximation of Torque

Further efficiency in torque computation can be obtained by approximating

the edge orientation to one of equally divided eight directions;

θi = (i− 1)
2π

8
, (3.6)

where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} is the index to the orientation. An edge vector of

orientation θi at a pixel q is represented by an unit vector e (q, i) = (cos θi, sin θi)
T
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For the data structure, the edge information can be sorted into two dimensional

integer arrays of the same size as the image, where each element codes the index of

the edge orientation if it corresponds to an edge pixel, otherwise it is set to zero.

Furthermore, the displacement vector from the center of patch p = (xp, yp) to an

edge point q = (xq, yq) is approximated as follows:

rp (q, i) =
{

(xq − xp) cos
(
θi −

π

2

)
+ (yq − yp) sin

(
θi −

π

2

)}cos
(
θi − π

2

)
sin
(
θi − π

2

)


= {(xq − xp) sin θi − (yq − yp) cos θi}

 sin θi

− cos θi

 . (3.7)

This equation means that the displacement vector is approximated by its projection

on the line perpendicular to the edge orientation. Referring to the definition of

the torque value of an edge pixel in eq. (2.5), it is now approximated by the outer

product of e (q, i) and rp (q, i) as follows:

τp (q, i) = {(xq − xp) sin θi − (yq − yp) cos θi} · δ (q, i) , (3.8)

where δ (q, i) ∈ {0, 1} is a binary indicator for the existence of the edge at a pixel q

in the specific edge orientation indicated by i. Then, the torque for an image patch

defined in eq. (2.6) is approximated as follows:

τP =
1

2W 2
P

∑
q∈P

8∑
i=1

τp (q, i) , (3.9)

where P is a set of pixels within the square patch. WP is width (=height) of the

patch P . Figure 3.2 explains these approximations. The bounding box in the figure

represents the square patch. Two edge pixels a and b of orientation θ4 = 3π
4

are
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depicted. It is indicated by δ (a, 4) = 1, δ (b, 4) = 1. The arm vectors from the

center of the patch to the points a and b are approximated by their projections to

the line in the orientation of θ4− π
2
, which are rp (a, 4) and rp (b, 4) respectively The

torque value for a is positive, and it is negative for b in this case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a  

b  

( )4,ar
p

 

( )4,br
p

 

Figure 3.2: Efficient Approximation of the Torque. Orientation of edges
at pixels a and b are approximated to 3π

4
radians, and the displacement

vectors to these points are approximated by their projections to the line
in orientation of π

4
radians.

With this approximation, the torque for image patches can be efficiently com-

puted. Assuming the orientation of edges are approximated and the edge maps are

represented by a three-dimensional binary array δ (x, y, i), a three-dimensional ar-

ray for the sum of edges is computed so that element (x, y, i) of this array holds the

following value:

B (x, y, i) =

y∑
v=0

x∑
u=0

δ (u, v, i) . (3.10)

This computation can be done for each i in the following iterations:

Bx (0, 0, i)← δ (0, 0, i)

for y = 0→ (image height)− 1 do
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for x = 1→ (image width)− 1 do

Bx (x, y, i)← Bx (x− 1, y, i) + δ (x, y, i)

end for

end for

for x = 0→ (image width)− 1 do

for y = 1→ (image height)− 1 do

B (x, y, i)← B (x, y − 1, i) +Bx (x, y, i)

end for

end for

Then, the sum of edges within a patch can be computed efficiently using B as

follows:

BP (x, y, i) =

y+w∑
v=y−w

x+w∑
u=x−w

b (u, v, i)

= B (x+ w, y + w, i) +B (x− w − 1, y − w − 1, i)

−B (x− w − 1, y + w, i)−B (x+ w, y − w − 1, i) , (3.11)

where 2w+1 is the width of the patch. Another three-dimensional array is prepared,

and the approximated torque values of edge pixels with respect to the origin of the

image coordinate system is computed for each element of this array as follows:

m (x, y, i) = τo (x, y, i)

= (x sin θi − y cos θi) · δ (x, y, i) . (3.12)

Then, similarly to the sum of edges B, the sum of the torque value with respect to

the origin of the coordinate system m is stored into an array M so that each element
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of the array holds the following value:

M (x, y, i) =

y∑
v=0

x∑
u=0

m (u, v, i) (3.13)

Then, the sum for patches can be computed similarly to BP as follows:

MP (x, y, i) =

y+w∑
v=y−w

x+w∑
u=x−w

m (u, v, i)

= M (x+ w, y + w, i) +M (x− w − 1, y − w − 1, i)

−M (x− w − 1, y + w, i)−M (x+ w, y − w − 1, i) . (3.14)

With these arrays, the approximated torque for image patches in eq. (3.9) can be

computed efficiently as follows:

τP (x, y) =
1

2 (2w + 1)2

8∑
i=1

{MP (x, y, i)− (x sin θi − y cos θi) ·BP (x, y, i)} . (3.15)

The equivalence to eq. (3.9) is confirmed as follows:

MP (x, y, i)−m (x, y, i) ·BP (u, v, i)

=

y+w∑
v=y−w

x+w∑
u=x−w

m (u, v, i)− (x sin θi − y cos θi) ·
y+w∑
v=y−w

x+w∑
u=x−w

b (u, v, i)

=

y+w∑
v=y−w

x+w∑
u=x−w

(u sin θi − v cos θi) · b (u, v, i)− (x sin θi − y cos θi) · b (u, v, i)

=

y+w∑
v=y−w

x+w∑
u=x−w

{(u− x) sin θi − (v − y) cos θi} · b (u, v, i)

=
∑
q∈P

τp (q, i) , (3.16)

where q = (u, v), p = (x, y) and P = {(u, v) |x− w ≤ u ≤ x+ w, y − w ≤ v ≤ y + w}.

The computational cost is independent from the patch size, and computing the

torque for all patches in the image is linear in the number of pixels O (n).
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3.2 Pre-processing for Application

Before discussing applications to vision problems, we start with a discussion

on several potential pre-processing operations using the torque operator. These

pre-processing operations are based on the properties introduced in Chapter 2, and

could be utilized for enhancing important structured surrounding edges. The pro-

cessed edge maps would be favorable for most applications, where it is necessary to

identify the object location in the image. Starting with torque extrema in actual im-

ages, ideas of strengthening and linking of edges, and rough image segmentation by

connected component using the torque are introduced with examples in this section.

3.2.1 Torque Extrema for Images

As we discussed in Section 2.2.4, a torque extrema tends to indicate the ex-

istence of interesting structured edges, which are expected to be part of object

boundaries. In this section, we discuss again this property of the torque operator

using examples of actual images instead of synthesized shapes. In this experiment,

edges are detected by the method proposed by Martin et al . [63]. The torque value

is computed at every point over multiple sizes of image patches, and local extrema

are found in the torque volume. We used test images from the Berkeley dataset [63].

The patches used for torque computation were square, and the side length varied

from 3 to 91 pixels, while the images were shrunk to 161×241, which is half the size

of the original image in the dataset. The largest image patch used, covers about

21% of the entire image. Figure 3.3 shows test images, edge maps, torque value
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maps, and the locations of extrema and corresponding patch size. As can be seen in

(c), negative torque regions match the object regions for these test images, though

it depends on the relative brightness of the objects to the background, because the

sign of the torque depends on the orientation of edges. An interesting property of

the torque operator is that extrema are not located just at the dense edges, but at

places surrounded by edges. For example, in the image of statues, some parts inside

the statues are less textured, and no edges are extracted as seen at the bottom parts

of the statues. However, the local minima in the torque volume spots the location

of structured surrounding boundaries at the lower part of the statues. The second

interesting property of the torque operator is that these extrema indicate sizes of

structured edges. For these example test images, local minima and corresponding

patch sizes are indicating locations and sizes of part of object delineated by the ob-

ject boundaries in the edge maps. It can be seen that these patches associated with

local minima cover most of the object regions. The locations and sizes of objects

are not perfectly found using only by the torque operator, however these properties

of indicating roughly location and size of structured edges are favorable for further

image processing, such as visual attention and object segmentation.

3.2.2 Edge Strengthening

Once we find the torque extrema, we expect that those extrema are produced

by surrounding structured edges. Therefore, it is expected that edges producing

those extrema are likely more important boundary edges than other edges. For each
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.3: Torque Value Maps and Extrema in Torque: (a) Original
test images. (b) Edge maps detected by the method proposed by Martin
et al . [63]. (c) Torque value maps. Red color represents positive, and
blue color represents negative. (d) Local minima in torque volume. The
dots show the location of extrema in image space, and corresponding
square shows the size of the patch producing the extrema.
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extremum, we can specify the center of the image patch and the size of the patch.

Then, with the given patch location and size, we think of taking the torque com-

putation the other way around. While all the effect of oriented edges as rotational

force to the center of the patch are accumulated to compute the torque for an image

patch, now the rotational force at each edge pixel to each extremum is computed

and accumulated over extrema at each edge pixel. The torque value is computed

for each edge pixel within the patch associated with an extremum, and normalized

by the factor of the patch size. In other words, the torque extremum for the image

patch is decomposed into component corresponding to the different edge pixels. We

call the decomposed torque value the ’contribution to the torque extremum’. The

contributions to all extrema are summed up at every edge pixel. The contribution

quantity at an edge pixel is computed as follows:

υ (q) =
∑

{p|q∈P (p,S(p))∩p∈V }

τpq
2 |P (p, S (p))|

, (3.17)

where υ (q) is the accumulated contribution value to torque extrema at a point q.

P (p, S (p)) is the set of pixels inside the image patch specified by the center of the

patch p and the scale of the patch S (p), with which the torque extrema is produced

at p. V is the set of torque extrema positions. Edges with higher contribution

to the extrema are considered parts of structured edges or object boundaries, but

edges with lower contribution to the extrema can be regarded as less-important

edges. Therefore, the given edges can be strengthened and weakened based on the

contributions to the extrema. We first show this idea for a simple synthesized edge

map, and experiments with actual images will be shown later. Figure 3.4 shows the
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synthesized example. Figures for an edge map consisting of a single closed boundary

edge and some random edges are shown in the upper row, and figures for an edge

map containing only a single closed boundary edge are shown in the lower row for

reference. The edge maps are shown in (a). The corresponding torque value maps

are shown in (b). The edge map after the edge strengthening process is shown in

(c) only for the first row. In order to better distinguish edges strengthened in this

process from other edges, the strengthened edge map is binarized by a threshold

and shown in (d) for the first row. The binarization is only for the sake of better

understanding of the effect of this process. We see that mostly important closed

edges remains after the binarization because these edges were strengthened and

other edges were weakened.

A surface of the foreground object, uniform in appearance, is generally ei-

ther brighter or darker than the background. However, this is often not true for the

whole object, and it is possible that some parts of the object surface are brighter and

other parts are darker than the background. However, without top-down knowledge

in composition of object surfaces, the assumption that roughly objects are either

brighter or darker than the background is reasonable for the purpose of finding inter-

esting edges at a first step of image processing. With this assumption, it is beneficial

to separate the contributions of edge pixels to torque extrema into to torque maxima

and to torque minima. It is because boundaries of brighter object produce maxima

in torque, and vice versa. For the case of Fig. 3.4, they are not separated because it

was edge-base analysis. For each pixel, accumulated contributions to torque maxima
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.4: Example of Edge Strengthening for Synthesized Edge Map:
(a) Synthesized edge map that consists of a single closed boundary and
some random edges. (b) Torque value map for the edge map in (a). (c)
Strengthened edge map directly corresponds to contribution to torque
extrema at each edge point. (d) Strengthened edge map is binarized by
thresholding to emphasize visually that the closed boundary are mainly
strengthened, and the random edges are weakened by the process.
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and torque minima are respectively computed as follows:

υ+ (q) =
∑

{p|q∈P (p,S(p))∩p∈V +}

τpq
2 |P (p, S (p))|

, (3.18)

υ− (q) =
∑

{p|q∈P (p,S(p))∩p∈V −}

τpq
2 |P (p, S (p))|

, (3.19)

where υ+ (q) is the accumulated contribution to torque maxima at q, and υ− (q)

is the accumulated contribution to torque minima at q. P (p, S (p)) is the set of

pixels inside the image patch specified by the center of the patch p and the scale

of patch S (p) with which the torque extrema is produced. V + and V − are set of

pixels accompanies with positive and negative torque extrema respectively. This

computation can be done as follows; Visiting each either maxima or minima of

torque, a patch is defined by the visited extrema with the corresponding center of

patch p and the scale of S (p). Then, the torque value τpq for each edge pixel q within

the patch P is computed. As visiting every maxima or minima, the computed torque

values at the same edge pixel are summed up.

In case we could assume that a object is either brighter or darker in image. One

of two contribution quantities to torque extrema, either maxima or minima is more

efficiently utilized for strengthening important edges. Figure 3.5 shows examples

of the idea of splinting the edge strengthening by extrema into edge strengthening

by torque maxima and edge strengthening by torque minima. The test images are

shown in (a). The detected edge maps before the edge strengthening process are

shown in (b). The strengthened edge maps using torque maxima are shown in

(c). The strengthened edge maps using torque minima are shown in (d). For these

test images, objects of interest are relatively darker than background. Therefore,
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object boundaries tends to be more well emphasized by edge strengthening using

torque minima than the other one using torque maxima. It also can be seen that

unstructured edges, such as small fragments of edges, are weakened by this process.

The average edge maps between these two strengthened edge maps using torque

maxima and minima are shown in (e) for reference. In this experiment, the images

of strengthened edge maps are generated by simply normalizing the contribution

quantities based on maxima and minima respectively between zero and one.

By the edge strengthening, important edges can be emphasized, but complete

boundaries are still difficult to be detected. For the possibility of further improve-

ment, we see more on the relationship between edges and torque value map. The

edges are overlaid onto torque value map in Fig. 3.6. Since torque value is color

coded so that warm colors are positive and cold colors are negative, the boundary

between positive and negative can be seen by the color change in the figure. In

the column (b) of the figure, the upper image shows Canny edges overlaid onto the

torque value map. The lower image shows pb edges by Martin et al . [15] overlaid

on the torque value map. Similarly, the strengthened edges based on Canny edges

are shown on the value map in upper image in column (c). The strengthened edges

based on pb edges edges are shown on the value map in lower image in column (c).

The first impression from this visualization is that torque values inside the object

tends to negative, and outside object are in positive. Therefore, connected compo-

nents of respective positive and negative regions could be clue for segmentation and

improvement of strengthened edges for complete boundaries.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 3.5: Strengthened Edge Maps Example: (a) test images. (b)
detected edge maps. (c) strengthened edge maps using torque maxima.
(d) strengthened edge map using torque minima. (e) average edge maps
of (c) and (d).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.6: Edges and Torque Value Map: (a) Original images. (b)
upper: Canny edges overlaid on the torque value map, lower: pb edges
by Martin et al . [15] overlaid on the torque value map. Warm color is
positive, and cool color is negative in torque value, and the black lines
are edges. (c) upper: Cleaned strengthened edges based on Canny edges
overlaid on the torque value map, lower: Cleaned strengthened edges
based on Berkeley edges overlaid on the torque value map.
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3.2.3 Connected Components

In the previous section, potential usefulness of connected component is men-

tioned. We will further look deeper how connected components look like. At the

beginning it is explained how connected components are computed given a torque

value map though it is straightforward. Figure 3.7 shows the steps to compute the

connected components. First, the torque map is split into positive region and neg-

ative region. In the figure, the black and white images represent the positive and

negative torque regions. These regions are simply identified by torque τ > 0, and

τ < 0, respectively. Therefore, they are complementary each other except points

where τ = 0. Pixels are labeled ’1’ if τ > 0 and ’0’ otherwise for positive torque

regions, and labeled ’1’ if τ < 0 and ’0’ otherwise for negative torque regions. Sec-

ond, connected components of positive torque regions, and connected components

of negative torque regions are computed respectively. A connected component, here,

is a set of pixels labeled ’1’ and connected to another pixel labeled ’1’ in four neigh-

bors. In the figure, connected components are visualized using different colors where

pixels in the same color belong to the same connected component. Third, these con-

nected components for positive and negative torque regions are combined into one

image because they are not overlapped. This image can be seen as a rough object

segmentation of original image.

For more visual inspection on connected components, torque value maps are

computed for seven images from Berkeley image dataset [63], and connected compo-

nents of positive and negative torque value regions are generated to see possibility
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Figure 3.7: Process of Computing Connected Components: The torque
value map is split into positive and negative torque value region first,
and then they are segmented into connected components. Finally, these
connected components are combined into segmentation in one image.

of rough object segmentation and edge linking. The test images and the connected

components are shown in Fig. 3.8. In this experiment, the test images in the dataset

was resized into half in width and hight, and torque were computed using square

patches. The width of square patch varies odd number between 3 and 45 pixels.

Since torque values inside a closed boundary tends to be the same sign, it is expected

that connected components of positive or negative torque region can be a clue to

find object regions and complete boundaries.

As it is seen in Fig. 3.8, the connected components has potential to be used

as the first step of visual processes, such as object detection, boundary detection,

and segmentation. At the computation of connected components of torque value,

the boundaries of positive and negative torque regions carry important information

on segmentation. In order to look deeper on the boundaries of positive and negative
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 3.8: Connected Components in Torque Value Map: (a) Test im-
ages. (b) Torque value maps, where red color assigned to positive and
blue color assigned to negative torque. (c) Connected components of
positive torque regions. (d) Connected components of negative torque
regions. (e) Connected components of both positive and negative torque
regions, which are generated by combining (c) and (d). These images
can be seen as rough object segmentation based on torque value. For
the images of connected components, pixels in the same color belong to
the same component.
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torque regions, we compute regions where torque values are close to zero and shown

in Fig. 3.9. Regions where torque value are close to zero are colored in black in

the figure. Nearly zero here means that the absolute torque value is less than ε

in torque value map, and ε varies as an parameter. According to Fig. 3.9, the zero

torque regions, the black area in the figure, with ε between 0.15 and 0.25 look better

to delineate objects than other range of ε value.

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

Figure 3.9: Zero Torque Region: Left most column shows test images.
The other columns show regions where value in torque value map is
between −ε and ε in black. The value for ε is shown at bottom of each
column.

The connected components were generated based on the positive τ > 0 and
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negative τ < 0 torque regions previously. One of problems of this way is multiple

regions are linked by narrow bridges, and became one connected component. These

bridges are often caused by pixels with torque values relatively close to zero. As

we see in Fig. 3.9, the zero torque regions with small margin between −ε and ε

are expected to cut these narrow bridges. Then, positive and negative regions

are now computed by τ > ε and τ < −ε respectively instead of zero for the ε.

Connected components computed in this way are shown in Fig. 3.10. It could be

solution to split connected component with narrow bridges into reasonable mass

of regions. In some sense, connected components shows potential to segment an

image to parts of objects, but further study is required to utilize it for segmentation

and detecting boundaries. Next section will show possibility of indirect usage of

connected components as initial state of successive image processing.

3.2.4 Edge Linking

In the previous section, we showed the potential usefulness of connected com-

ponents to obtain a rough sketch of objects in an image. In this section, we introduce

a method utilizing the connected component of torque value for edge linking.

The goal of linking edges is finding appropriate closed boundaries. In this

sense, this problem of linking edges can be interpreted to finding closed loops which

coincide with most of edges. Level set algorithm is one of methods that could be

used for this purpose. This method needs a good initial region of objects, usually

given as a bounding box. Since torque value map indicate rough location of objects,
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0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

Figure 3.10: Connected Components with Zero Torque Regions: Con-
nected components are computed on positive and negative torque region
defined by τ > ε and τ < −ε respectively. The number below each col-
umn correspond to ε. Pixels in same color belong to the same connected
component. Regions in black do not belong to neither positive nor neg-
ative regions. Canny edges are used for computing torque for the upper
row, and Berkeley edges are used for lower row.
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this information can be used as initial region to find closed contours. We can use

the connected components of torque value for this purpose, and then it is expected

that boundaries starting with the connected components are adjusted to fit to edges

appropriately by the level set method. In this experiment, Chan-Vese method [64] is

used for finding boundaries by level set. In order to perform the Chan-Vese method,

gray scale images are used, but not edge maps directly. However, the edges are used

in torque computation and initial segmentation, i.e. edges are used indirectly in the

level set method.

The test image used in this experiment is shown in Fig. 3.11 (a). First, we

tried to use negative torque regions as initial segmentation, which is shown in (b).

The regions in white are the initial segmentation. The segmentation obtained by

Chan-Vese method using the negative torque regions (b) is shown in (c). In the

figure, strengthened edge map introduced in Sec. 3.2.2 are overlaid in blue. It can

be seen that the edges do not form complete closed boundaries. Since edges are

indirectly used in the level-set method, most of boundaries of the level-set segmen-

tation are coincide with the strengthened edges. Second, we tried to use a connected

component as initial segmentation. The connected component corresponding to the

middle statue was manually selected, which is shown in (d). The segmentation

using this connected component is shown in (e). This way, the boundary of the

middle statue mostly coincide with the strengthened edges were found. Third, for

a reference, an manual initial segmentation shown in (f) is generated. Then, the

segmentation using (f) is shown in (g).

The segmentation shown in Fig. 3.11 (c) is not perfect, but reasonably good in
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

Figure 3.11: Segmentation by Chan-Vese Method [64] using Torque
Value: (a) Original images. (b) Negative torque regions (c) Segmen-
tation using all negative torque region shown in (b) as initial segmenta-
tion. (d) A manually selected connected component in negative torque
region. (e) Segmentation using a connected component shown in (d) as
initial segmentation. (f) Manually set box region for segmentation of the
middle statue. (g) Segmentation using manually given box shown in (e)
as initial segmentation. Red lines are boundaries of segmentation, and
blue lines are the strengthened edges by torque.
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the sense of using only low level cues. As seen in Fig. 3.11 (g), if a good initial guess

of object location is given, a good segmentation can be obtained for this image.

In other words, one of benefits in torque measure for segmentation and boundary

detection can be addressed as providing initial segmentation. As shown in results,

it is worth to note that obtained segmentation boundaries mostly coincide with the

strengthened edges.

3.3 Visual Attention

The torque measure tends to have high values in magnitude at points sur-

rounded by boundary edges with patches of the structured edges. This property of

the torque measure is expected to be useful as a cue for bottom-up visual attention.

Saliency maps for visual attention on test images of objects on table are computed

using torque measure. We used the following non-linear transformation from torque

value map to saliency map.

s =


ln (−c · τ + 1) if τ < 0,

0 otherwise,

(3.20)

where τ is torque value and s is saliency value. c is a positive constant. In this

experiment, an assumption that background is brighter than foreground objects is

made in the transformation. Therefore, the saliency value is high as −τ is large.

Furthermore, the torque-based saliency maps are visually compared with saliency

maps by a traditional method by Itti et al . [20] and a graph-based visual saliency

(GBVS) by Harel et al . [21]. The Fig. 3.12 shows saliency maps computed by these
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three methods overlaying onto test images. Higher saliency value is coded in red

color in the figure.

The traditional method by Itti et al . often shows higher saliency value at

location close to edges because changes of color and intensity occur at edges. Graph-

based method by Harel et al . tends to show saliency region only around center of the

images and higher value at around edges as well. Torque-based method often shows

object-wise saliency region, but not broad region like other methods. Some salient

regions by torque method show salient regions that do not belong to objects, but

some dark region compare to surrounding region such as shadow on table or floor.

Assumption that objects are darker than background in images are used for torque

method this time, but probably this could be fixed simply checking dominant sign

of torque, or sign of torque around boundary of image and center of image.

In the previous experiment, ideas of extrema and scale for torque-based method

are not taken into account. Therefore, extrema and their scale are visualized as

attention regions in this experiment. Signs of torque values are flipped under an

assumption that foreground object is darker than background in image. Only local

maxima larger than threshold are selected as locations of attention, and visualized

with scale associate with the local maxima in Figure 3.13. The figure shows that

most of object regions are covered by the attention regions. It indicates that torque

measure is good to represent region of interest. Some of regions wrongly found at

image boundary are due to boundary effect of torque computation and will be easily

fixed.

In the following experiment, we computed two torque-based saliency maps
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Itti et al . GBVS Torque Itti et al . GBVS Torque
[20] [21] [20] [21]

Figure 3.12: Visual Attention Comparison: Saliency maps computed by
three different methods are visualized by overlaying onto each test image
respectively. Here, traditional method is the one proposed by Itti et al .
which compute saliency based on center-surround difference in feature
maps. The graph-based method here is proposed by Harel et al . and
dissimilarity of features in regions are computed using a graph-based
approach to identify conspicuous regions.
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Figure 3.13: Visual Attention by Torque Extrema: test images are over-
laid with discs representing location of extrema in torque volume and
associating size. Brighter red color inside disc represents higher absolute
torque value.

for each test image; one is generated by mixture of Gaussian where each Gaussian

distribution is centered at each extremum value in the torque volume, and the other

is weighted sum of the generated saliency map and the GBVS.

sGBV S+Torque = αsTorque + (1− α) sGBV S, (3.21)

where sGBV S, sTorque, and sGBV S+Torque are saliency maps by GBVS, generated from

torque value map, and their weighted sum respectively. We used 0.3 for the weight

parameter α so that it weights 0.3 for the torque-based saliency map and 0.7 for the

GBVS. The computed torque-based saliency maps are normalized in [0, 1].

The torque-based saliency maps are quantitatively compared with saliency

maps of Itti et al . and the GBVS. We used eye tracking data by Judd et al . [65] to

generate ground truth saliency maps. Fixation points were extracted from the data,
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and saliency maps were generated as mixture of Gaussian distributions where each

Gaussian distribution is centered at each fixation point. The generated saliency

maps are normalized in [0, 1].

The ground truth saliency maps are binarized by a threshold (=0.5) for the

following quantitative measure. We used a set of thresholds equally distant in [0, 1],

and the computed saliency maps are binarized by each threshold to measure accu-

racy. We measured precision and recall of the computed saliency map as follows:

P =
TP

TP + FP
, R =

TP

FP + FN
, (3.22)

TP = |S ∩ G| , FP =
∣∣S ∩ G∣∣ , FN =

∣∣S ∩ G∣∣ , (3.23)

where S is the computed saliency map binarized by a threshold. G is the binarized

ground truth saliency map. P and R denote precision and recall respectively. TP ,

FP , FN are true positive, false positive, and false negative respectively.

We resized the test images so that the length of the shorter side of the images

is 150 pixels, and the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution applied to

generate ground truth and torque-based saliency maps were both set to 25 pixels.

ROC curves and maximum F-measures of them over valid 898 test images

in the dataset are compared and shown in the Fig. 3.14. In the figure, labels of

Itti, GBVS, Torque, and GBVS+Torque indicates the model of Itti et al ., graph-

based visual saliency by Harel et al ., and torque-based method, and combination

of GBVS and torque, respectively. Examples of computed saliency maps are shown

with ground-truth in Fig. 3.15.

The quantitative comparison shows that the torque-based attention by itself
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does not outperform GBVS. This is not surprising because GBVS is a sophisticated

method that includes a series of features such as texture, and it codes relations

between different parts of the image. Attention is related to recognition, and texture

is known to play a very important role in recognition. It has been shown by current

computer vision applications to be more powerful than contour. However, the torque

measure as an additional mid-level visual cue improves the quality of GBVS.
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method F-measure

Itti 0.53
GBVS 0.59
Torque 0.54

GBVS+Torque 0.60

(a) (b)

Figure 3.14: Evaluation of Attention Models. (a) Precision-recall curves.
(b) Average of maximum F-measure.
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Itti et al . GBVS Torque GBVS+Torque Ground truth

0.608 0.486 0.687 0.544

0.700 0.718 0.789 0.794

0.558 0.604 0.481 0.585

0.775 0.795 0.774 0.811

0.690 0.760 0.815 0.818

Figure 3.15: Examples of Visual Attention. Saliency maps computed
by four different methods and ground-truth saliency map are visualized
by overlaying onto test image respectively. The maximum F-measure is
shown for each saliency maps.
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3.4 Boundary Detection

Torques for image patches are computed using edges. The contribution of the

edge point to multiple torque values of different patches can be written as follows:

υ (q) =
∑

{p|q∈P (p,S(p))∩p∈V }

τpq
2 |P (p, S (p))|

, (3.24)

where υ (q) is the accumulated contribution value to torque extrema at a point

q. P (p, S (p)) is set of pixels inside the image patch specified by the center of

the patch p and the scale of the patch S (p), with which the torque extrema is

produced at p. V is the set of torque extrema positions. Extrema of the torque

value indicate the existence of surrounding edges around the center of the patch at

the corresponding scale. Therefore, by computing each edge point’s contribution in

eq. (3.24) to extrema, the quantities at edges of surrounding structure are expected

to be high. Using these contribution quantities to torque extrema, the original edges

can be strengthen or weaken to emphasize important edges. Assuming objects have

surrounding edges of boundaries, these strengthened edges are expected to represent

object boundaries. Examples of strengthened edges are shown in Fig. 3.16. The

Canny edges shown in (b) are used to compute torque in this experiment. The

strengthened edges tend to be stronger at boundary edges of objects, while weaker

at texture edges. The computed edge’s contribution to torque is normalized into

[0, 1]. Edges are strengthened by combining the original edges with the contribution

value as follows:

ds =
1

1 + e−(c0+c1do+c2dt)
, (3.25)
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where do is the original edge intensity, dt is the normalized torque contribution.

c0, c1, and c2 are constants. We used machine learning method using 200 training

images in Berkeley dataset [63] to determine the parameters, c0, c1, andc2. In this

experiment, -2.54, 1.86, and 2.69 were used for these parameters respectively.

Quantitatively the improvement of boundary detection by torque is measured

using 100 test images in the Berkeley dataset. While the Canny edge method scores

0.57, the torque-based strengthen edge method using the Canny edges increase the

score to 0.59 in F-measure of the Berkeley benchmark.

Here, we demonstrate that state-of-art boundary detection algorithm, global

Pb (gPb) [17], could be improved by using the torque operator. The approach

is the similar to the one for improvement of visual attention. The gPb and the

strengthened edges by torque (pbTorque) are blended by weighted sum, which is

simply done with the following computation;

gPbTorque = (1− α) · gPb + α · pbTorque, (3.26)

where α is a parameter for weight of blending. Both gPb and pbTorque represent

boundary probability maps, where probability of boundary at each pixel are repre-

sented with value between 0 and 1. The weighted sum is computed for each pixel to

generate a new boundary probability map gPbTorque. pbTorque is not independent

from gPb because the edge map of gPb is used to compute pbTorque.

One approach for computing torque in this experiment was using gPb di-

rectly for torque computation, which means that torque value is weighted by the

probability value in gPb. This approach was tested with the following values of
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.16: Examples of Strengthened Edges. (a) Test images. (b)
Canny edges. (c) Strengthened edges. The Canny edges shown in (b)
are used to compute strengthened edges in (c).
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α ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4}. The other approach was binalizing gPb before computing

torque. In the following experiment, 0.1 is used to threshold the gPb, which repre-

sent boundary probability in the scale 0 to 1. For this approach, following values of

α ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0} were tested. Disk patches were used for

this approach.

Randomly selected 24 images in Berkeley dataset were used for this experi-

ment. The Table 3.4 shows the quality comparison in F-measure of the boundary

detection in the order from the highest score. In the Algorithm column, App.1

and App.2 indicate either the first approach or second approach explained above,

and the number after gPb+Torque shows the value of the parameter α. This table

is visualized in the Fig. 3.17 as the changes over the weight parameter α so that

we can see that boundary detection quality of gPb+Torque is better than gPb in

the wide range of the parameter α between 0.1 and 0.6. The Fig. 3.18 shows the

ROC curves for the best algorithm in the Table 3.4 and gPb. One plot for each

ROC curve is marked with a bigger circle than other plots, at which the maximum

F-measure scores shown in the Table 3.4 was obtained. The first approach using

boundary probability value was expected to produce better result than the second

approach because torque could take advantage of probability based on other visual

cues. However, it is revealed that the second approach outperform the first one.

It can be understood as follows: the binalization process prevent from transferring

wrong assignment of boundary probability to torque computation. Therefore, the

torque operator could spot points surrounded by structured edges even if small prob-

abilities are assigned. In other words, due to the weighting based on the boundary
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probability, performance of torque operator is drawn by the quality of boundary

probability map, and it was not possible to outperform the original boundary detec-

tion method by the first approach. On the other hand, the second approach could

be understood that it made the torque operator most using cleaner binary edge

maps. Regardless of probability values by gPb, the torque operator could generate

additional mid-level cues to improve boundary detection performance.

Table 3.1: Boundary Detection Comparison with gPb. App.1 in Algo-
rithm column represent the first approach where boundary probability
values by gPb [17] are used to weight torque values. App.2 represent
the second approach where the boundary probability map by gPb is bi-
nalized by threshold, and then torque is computed based on the binary
edge maps.

Algorithm F-measure
App.2 gPb+Torque 0.2 0.704
App.2 gPb+Torque 0.1 0.703
App.2 gPb+Torque 0.5 0.703
App.2 gPb+Torque 0.3 0.703
App.2 gPb+Torque 0.05 0.703
App.2 gPb+Torque 0.4 0.703
App.2 gPb+Torque 0.6 0.702

gPb 0.702
App.2 gPb+Torque 0.8 0.702
App.1 gPb+Torque 0.05 0.700
App.1 gPb+Torque 0.1 0.696
App.1 gPb+Torque 0.2 0.683
App.2 gPb+Torque 1.0 0.677
App.1 gPb+Torque 0.4 0.636

We found that quantitative measure of boundary detection performance some-

times depending on the type of database. In the previous experiment, the Berkeley

image dataset [63] were used. The dataset mostly consists of nature images and not
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Figure 3.17: Boundary Detection Comparison over Parameter Changes.
Approach 1 represent the first approach where boundary probability
values by gPb [17] are used to weight torque values. Approach 2 represent
the second approach where the boundary probability map by gPb is
binalized by threshold, and then torque is computed based on the binary
edge maps.
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Figure 3.18: Boundary Detection Comparison with gPb. Precision-recall
curve is shown. The boundary detection method by the approach 2 with
the weight parameter 0.2 is compared with global Pb (gPb) method.
The maximum F-measure is shown with a bigger marker of plot for each
boundary detection method.
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many object-oriented images. Therefore, the ground-truth boundaries varies over

human subjects because boundaries in nature images often depends on the detail

level of human subject’s recognition of boundaries. We tried to check performance

of boundary detection using torque operator with object-oriented dataset. Caltech

dataset [66] was used in the next experiment. The improvement of boundary detec-

tion was 0.002 (0.2%) in F-measure in the previous experiment, but the improvement

was 0.01-0.04 (1-4%) in the following experiment with the Caltech dataset.

In the following experiments in this section, we used 123 images in the ’car side’

category in the Caltech dataset. The category was chosen because of enough large

number of images in dataset, relatively simple boundary, and reasonable size of

object in images. Figure 3.19 shows samples of these test images and annotations.

For the edge strengthening, the idea is that edges which contribute to extrema

more are strengthened more, but there is a question on how many extrema should

be used. The strengthened edges are normalized between zero to one to represent

probability map of boundaries. Therefore, intuitive expectation was that important

edges are relatively less emphasized if too many edges are strengthened by too many

extrema. It is expected that there is the reasonable number of extrema to be used

for this process. In the following experiment, the relationship between number of

extrema and performance of boundary detection is examined.

Boundary detection by edge strengthening are performed with different num-

bers of extrema used in the edge strengthen process. In this experiment, Canny

edge [67], Berkeley edge (pb) [63] and global Pb (gPb) [17] were used as base edge

maps. The strengthened edges were computed for each of these base edge maps, and
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final boundary probability maps were computed by weighted sum between the base

edge map and the strengthened edge map. The weight were varied in the experi-

ment. Figure 3.20, 3.21, and 3.22 show examples of boundary detections for Canny

edges, pb edges, and gPb edges respectively. The boundary probability maps in

each row are generated using the weight value shown in the first column. For these

figures, 5000 extrema are used, but in the experiment the number of extrema used

for the edge strengthening process were varied in 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000 and 5000.

Figure 3.23 shows the plots of maximum F-measure values over number of extrema

and weight value for the weighted sum. The precision-recall curves for each base

edge map, each number of extrema, and each weight parameter value is shown in

Fig. 3.24 and Fig. 3.25.

The maximum F-measure values over number of extrema and weight parameter

value are summarized in Table 3.4. In consequence, performance was not improved

without blending with the base edge map, which can be seen in the corresponding

plots of weight 1.00. Using more than 100 extrema, performance was improved with

the weight 0.25 or 0.50 than the base edge maps. The performance tends to be

higher according to number of extrema with the weight 0.25 or 0.50. Using 5000

extrema with weight 0.5 gave the best performance for all Canny, pb and gPb edge

maps.
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Figure 3.19: Example of Test Images and Annotations: Five example
images and corresponding annotations in ’car side’ category in Caltech
dataset [66] are shown.
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1.00

Figure 3.20: Example of Boundary Detection using Canny Edges
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Figure 3.21: Example of Boundary Detection using pb Edges
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Figure 3.22: Example of Boundary Detection using gPb
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(a) Canny (b) pb (c) gPb

Figure 3.23: Performance of Boundary Detection and Number of Ex-
trema. Following edge detection method were used as base edges to
compute torque and blended with the computed torque-based edge map:
(a) Canny edges, (b) pb edges, and (c) gPb edges. The ’base’ in legend
means the base edge maps without edge strengthening. The numbers in
legend represent weights for weighted sum of the base edge and strength-
ened edges by torque operator for generating boundary probability maps.
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Figure 3.24: Precision and Recall Curve for Boundary Detection and
Weight Parameters 1/2. Following edge detection method were used as
base edges to compute torque and blended with the computed torque-
based edge map: (a) Canny edges, (b) pb edges, and (c) gPb edges. The
’base’ in legend means the base edge maps without edge strengthening.
The numbers in legend represent weights for weighted sum of the base
edge and strengthened edges by torque operator for generating boundary
probability maps.
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Figure 3.25: Precision and Recall Curve for Boundary Detection and
Weight Parameters 2/2. Following edge detection method were used as
base edges to compute torque and blended with the computed torque-
based edge map: (a) Canny edges, (b) pb edges, and (c) gPb edges. The
’base’ in legend means the base edge maps without edge strengthening.
The numbers in legend represent weights for weighted sum of the base
edge and strengthened edges by torque operator for generating boundary
probability maps.
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Table 3.2: Number of Extrema and Performance of Boundary Detection:
F-measure for each type of base edges, weight parameter value, and
number of extrema used for edge strengthening is shown.

weight
base edges extrema 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

C
an

n
y

10 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.11
50 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.18 0.14

100 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.19 0.15
500 0.20 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.16

1000 0.20 0.22 0.22 0.20 0.17
5000 0.20 0.22 0.23 0.21 0.17

p
b

10 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.13
50 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.20 0.16

100 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.20 0.17
500 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.21 0.19

1000 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.19
5000 0.21 0.22 0.24 0.23 0.20

gP
b

10 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.12
50 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.15

100 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.16
500 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.19 0.17

1000 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.18
5000 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.18
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3.5 Segmentation

There are many approaches to image segmentation, but we discuss here on ob-

ject segmentation in images. This problem is also know as foreground-background

segmentation or figure-ground segmentation. As we discussed in the visual attention

section (Sec. 3.3), points to draw attention could be specified using torque operator

and other visual cues. Therefore, after we check possibility of segmentation with-

out such an attention point, we take an approach of fixation based segmentation

method [37] by assuming attention points or fixation points are given. Optimization

approach gains popularity in image segmentation because of good performance. The

fixation based segmentation approach proposed by Mishra et al . is also categorized

into optimization approach, but in contrast to other methods in this category, image

space is converted to polar coordinate from Cartesian coordinate where the fixation

point is used as the origin of the polar coordinate system. The segmentation is

obtained by optimization so that an image is segmented into an object region con-

taining the fixation point and rest of image region as background. The segmented

object boundary is optimized to match mostly to detected edges. Because of conver-

sion to polar coordinate, the object segmentation is basically obtained by splitting

an image into half by a line parallel to the axis of angle. We take this concept for

utilizing torque operator in segmentation.
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3.5.1 Segmentation using Torque Value Map

We tried to perform segmentation of objects in images based on the torque

value map using graph-cut algorithm. The torque value map is utilized in the unary

term for the graph-cut by assuming that the higher (lower) torque is the higher

(lower) the chance to be a foreground object because we have observed that torque

values inside an object region are mostly in the same sign.

First, we used only unary term (data cost) Ed of cost function in graph-cut.

The data cost is computed as follows:

Ed (L) =
∑
x,y

E (x, y, l) , (3.27)

Ed (x, y, l) =


τ̃ (x, y) l = 0,

1− τ (x, y) l = 1,

(3.28)

where τ̃ (x, y) ∈ [0, 1] is linearly normalized torque value at (x, y). l ∈ {0, 1} is a

label. L is set of labels representing segmentation. Fig. 3.26 shows original image

in the left column, segmentation result in the middle, and data cost for graph-cut.

Second, we added binary term (smoothness cost) Es based on color edges,
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.26: Segmentation using only Torque. (a) Test image. (b) Seg-
mentation. (c) Data term cost in cost function.
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which is defined as follows:

Es (L) =
∑

(p,q)∈N

Es (lp, lq) , (3.29)

Es (lp, lq) =



0 lp = lq,

1−∆ch (p) lp 6= lq, (p, q) ∈ Nh,

1−∆cv (p) lp 6= lq, (p, q) ∈ Nv,

(3.30)

∆ch (x, y) =
1

3

∑
c={r,g,b}

|I (x+ 1, y, c)− I (x, y, c)| , (3.31)

∆cv (x, y) =
1

3

∑
c={r,g,b}

|I (x, y + 1, c)− I (x, y, c)| , (3.32)

where lp is a label assigned at point p. I (x, y, c) is intensity at point (x, y) in color

channel c. Then, the cost function is defined as follows:

E (L) = Ed (L) + α · Es (L) . (3.33)

Fig. 3.27 shows some results of the graph-cut using both data cost and smoothness

cost. The first column shows images, the second column shows segmentations, and

the third and fourth column show data cost and smoothness cost respectively. In

this experiment, α = 1.5 was used.

Obviously, by adding smoothness term based on color similarity, better seg-

mentations than using only data cost in the sense of fitting to its boundary are

obtained. From these experiments, we confirmed that the torque value map is use-

ful to obtain the rough information on object location and size, but edges based on

either color or intensity is required for the accurate boundary location.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.27: Segmentation using Torque Map and Color. (a) Test image.
(b) Segmentation. (c) Data term cost in cost function. (d) Smoothness
term cost in cost function.
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3.5.2 Segmentation using Torque Value on Edges

A intuitive method for utilizing torque concept in fixation based segmentation

is using torque value for each edge point directly in the optimization process of

segmentation. In this method, edges used for torque computation are converted into

polar coordinate system for segmentation. Since a fixation point is given, torque

is computed regarding to the given fixation point as the center of rotation in the

following experiment. Let us denote an arm vector from the fixation point to an

edge pixel by ~r, and an edge vector at the end point of ~r by ~v. The edge vector,

~v, can be decomposed into the component along the arm vector ~r, and the other

component perpendicular to ~r as depicted in Fig. 3.28. Then a magnitude of torque

associating with the edge vector can be simply written as follows:

τ = ‖~r × ~v‖ = r · vθ, (3.34)

where r = ‖~r‖, and θ is the angle between ~r and ~v. Therefore, once an image is

transformed into polar coordinate, the map of edge vectors can be represented by

vr, components parallel to the axis of distance r, and vθ, components parallel to the

axis of angle θ in the polar coordinate system as in Fig. 3.29.

In this experiment, we used edges defined based on gradient as v = (−Iy, Ix),

then vθ is written as follows:

vθ = (Ix sin θ − Iy cos θ) , (3.35)

where Ix, Iy are x and y component of image gradient respectively. We normalized

~r to be the unit vector in this experiment so that distance from the fixation point to
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Figure 3.28: Decomposition of Edge Vector. An edge vector ~v at the end
point of an arm vector ~r can be decomposed into the component along
the arm vector ~vr and the component perpendicular to the arm vector
~rθ.
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Figure 3.29: Representation of Edge Vector in Polar Coordinate System.
Edge vectors are represented by vr, the component parallel to the axis
of distance r, and vθ, components parallel to the axis of angle θ.
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the edge does not bias the segmentation. Furthermore, we only use the magnitude of

torque because both bright-to-dark edge and dart-to-bright edge could be boundary

edges. Then, the torque value can be simply computed as follows:

τ = vθ = |Ix sin θ − Iy cos θ| . (3.36)

The sum of vθ in a rectangular region r < r0 in the polar coordinate corresponds to

a torque over a circular patch of radius r0.

Based on the above formulas, torque value for each edge pixel regarding to the

origin of coordinate system is computed. The origin of coordinate system is chosen

to be the given fixation point in this experiment. The fixation point may be one

of local extrema in torque map. For example, polar coordinate image is shown in

Fig. 3.30, and edge vector components are shown in Fig. 3.31 in brightness coding.

Please note that angular component of an edge is equivalent to torque by definition

in this experiment.

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.30: Images in Cartesian and Polar Coordinate System: Both
left and right images shows the same shape in different representation
by using different coordinate system. Left: Cartesian coordinate system.
Right: Polar coordinate system.
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Figure 3.31: Edge Vector Components: Maps for edge components are
shown for vθ on the left and vr on the right.

In this example, torque, which is equivalent to angular component of edge, is

expected to be significantly large at the boundary of object, because it has most

likely strong gradient and surrounding structure around the fixation point. There-

fore, we used the torque values in the smoothness term of cost function, and then seg-

mentation which minimize the cost function was obtained by the graph-cut method.

A graph depicted in Fig. 3.32 was constructed for this segmentation. The nodes

of s and d in the figure are source and drain nodes respectively, and other nodes

correspond to pixels in polar coordinate. The minimization of the cost function is

equivalent to dividing the graph into two subgraphs, one containing the source node

and the other containing the drain node, where the sum of weights associating with

the edge of the cut is the minimum. The pair wise smoothness term represents the

weight on the edge between connected two nodes, and it is defined as follows:

wpq = exp

−α ∑
p′∈Np

τp′

 , (3.37)

where α is a positive constant parameter. Np is a set of neighboring pixels of p. τp
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is torque value at p. Since the weight is smaller when the torque value is larger by

the definition, it is expected that the graph is cut at edges of high torque. Since

the circular connection for axis of angle is structured in the graph, one segment

containing the fixation point with closed boundary in Cartesian coordinate system

is guaranteed after the cut.

s

r

θ

t

θ

Figure 3.32: Structure of Graph for Segmentation.

Some examples of resulting segmentation are shown in Fig. 3.33 and Fig. 3.34.

The first column shows original images with a given fixation points. The second

column shows polar coordinate images regarding to the fixation points. Smoothness

cost based on torque value in polar coordinate system is shown by brightness coding

in the third column. The fourth column shows segmentation by graph-cut. The red

line represents a cut on a graph. The fifth column shows segmentation results, where

the resulting segmentation is delineated by close boundary in red. The boundaries
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correspond to the graph-cut in the fourth column. The circular regions in fifth

column are maximum circles inside images centered at the given fixation points.

The polar coordinate images are generated only for the circular regions.

Reasonable results are obtained for the first four example test images, but seg-

mentations for rest of images does not look visually good. It can be seen often that

background edges disturb the segmentation process. In this experiment, we used

torque value at each edge point, but did not take the advantage of torque operator

to represent existences of structured surrounding edges. In the next approach, we

improve segmentation using the strengthened edges by the torque operator, with

which we will take structured edges into account through the torque operator.

3.5.3 Strengthened Edges

The strengthened edges are expected to be useful for foreground segmentation

because object boundaries are emphasized. There are many possibilities to utilize

the strengthened edges, but we show here figure-ground segmentation using the

strengthened edges.

For a quantitative evaluation of figure-ground segmentation, the dataset by

Stein et al . [68] was used in this experiment. We selected single foreground object

for each reference image from the dataset, and the centroid of the object in the

image is used as a fixation point given for segmentation. We applied graph-cut

segmentation in polar coordinate to the test images using the fixation points [37].

Different visual cues are used for the graph-cut segmentation for comparison; Canny
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 3.33: Fixation-based Segmentation using Torque Value on Edges
1/2: (a) Test image with fixation point marked by green color x. (b)
Test image converted to polar coordinate system regarding to the fixa-
tion point. (c) Smoothness cost for optimization. The brighter means
the higher cost. (d) Segmentation in polar coordinate system. (e) Seg-
mentation in Cartesian coordinate system.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 3.34: Fixation-based Segmentation using Torque Value on Edges
2/2: (a) Test image with fixation point marked by green color x. (b)
Test image converted to polar coordinate system regarding to the fixa-
tion point. (c) Smoothness cost for optimization. The brighter means
the higher cost. (d) Segmentation in polar coordinate system. (e) Seg-
mentation in Cartesian coordinate system.
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edge map, boundary probability map (pb) by Martin et al . [15], strengthened edge

map using Canny edges, and strengthened edge map using Pb edges. In addition,

we also compared with the non-edge based level-set segmentation by Chan and Vese

[64]. A small rectangular region centered at the given fixation point was used as

seed region in this method. In order to see the effect of torque measure directly,

the normalized torque contribution dt in eq. (3.25) is used as strengthened edge in

this experiment. The quality of segmentation is evaluated by segmentation covering

defined as follows [69];

C =
|S ∩ G|
|S ∪ G|

, (3.38)

where S and G are the computed segmentation and ground truth segmentation

respectively. Both S and G are represented by binary labeling.

Table 3.5.3 shows quantitative comparison on the dataset. Average covering

over valid 28 test images for each visual cue is shown in the table. The ’Torque’

in the table indicates segmentation using an edge map strengthened by the torque

measure, using Canny in the left table and Pb in the right table. As seen in the

table, segmentation quality is improved by introducing the torque measure as a

mid-level visual cue comparing with the segmentation using the original edge maps

by local cues. We can also see from the performance of the Chan-Vese method,

that the segmentation of objects for this data set, given only the fixation point, is

a challenging task. Examples of segmentation are shown in Fig. 3.35.
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Table 3.3: Covering of Foreground Segmentation using Different Visual Cues:
Torque (Canny) and Torque (pb) mean that strengthened edges by torque operator
using Canny and pb edges as the base edge map is used as visual cue respectively.
Comparing with the base edge map, Torque improves segmentation performance in
covering both for Canny and pb edges. The low performance by Chan-Vese method
[64] indicates that the segmentation for this dataset was challenging.

Visual Cue Covering

Canny 0.32
Torque (Canny) 0.47

pb 0.40
Torque (pb) 0.48

Chan-Vese 0.21

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.35: Examples of Segmentations: (a) Segmentation using Canny
edges. (b) Segmentation using strengthened edges by torque. (c) Seg-
mentation by Chan-Vese method [64]. (d) Ground truth. The green dots
are the fixation points.
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3.5.4 Top-down Knowledge of Shape

We demonstrate here how segmentation can be adapted to top-down knowl-

edge of shape. We assume that an elliptic region is given as a top-down knowledge

of the object shape, and the segmentation by graph-cut in polar coordinate system

is adapted to ellipse. It is worthwhile to note that the rough estimate of object

shape as the top-down knowledge of shape might be obtained using torque as we see

in connected components in Sec. 3.2.3. The graph-cut in polar coordinate system

can be adapted to ellipse by modifying the mapping. The map between Cartesian

coordinate (x, y) and polar coordinate (θ, r) is modified so that points on the ellipse

in Cartesian coordinate are mapped onto a line of constant distance r in the polar

coordinate as follows:  x

y

 = R · S · r

 cos θ

sin θ

 , (3.39)

R =

 cosα − sinα

sinα cosα

 , (3.40)

S =
1

ab

 a 0

0 b

 , (3.41)

where a and b are the ratio of semi-major and semi-minor axis respectively. α is the

angle of major axis to the x-axis in Cartesian coordinate.

We demonstrate this method for an image form the Berkeley image dataset.

An ellipse close to an object shape was generated by manually adjusting parameters

of ellipse. Segmentations in the polar coordinate using the parameters of ellipse
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a 

b 

� 

Figure 3.36: Parameters of Ellipse: a and b is major and minor radius
respectively. α is the angle of major axis to the x-axis in Cartesian
coordinate.

in eq. (3.41) was performed. By the transformation of eq. (3.39), elliptic region

is transformed to a rectangular region in polar coordinate as shown in Fig. 3.37.

For comparison, segmentation in the standard polar coordinate was also performed.

Resulting segmentations are shown in Fig. 3.38. The top raw in the figure shows

edges used for segmentation. The left most column shows ellipse used for segmen-

tation. Fig. 3.38 (a) and (b) are Canny edge map and strengthened Canny edge

map respectively. Fig. 3.38 (c) and (d) are Berkeley edge map and strengthened

Berkeley edge map respectively. For Fig. 3.38 (i), ellipse adjusted for an object in

the image is used. For comparison, standard polar coordinate is used for Fig. 3.38

(ii). It can be seen that segmentation can be adapted to the top-down knowledge

of shape, and the segmentation quality is improved by using elliptic coordinate for

strengthened Canny edge. It shows that better segmentation can be obtained by

strengthened edges in comparison with the base edges, and by the top-down knowl-

edge of the object shape in comparison with the segmentation without the top-down

knowledge.
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⇔

Figure 3.37: Mapping between Cartesian to Elliptic Polar Coordinate.

In the previous experiment, the image and edges are actually warped to el-

liptic polar coordinate system. However, this adaptation can be done by weighting

smoothness term of cost function depending on the distance to neighboring pixels

in the transfered coordinate system.

E (L) =
∑
p

Ed (lp) +
∑

(p,q)∈N

w (p, q)Es (lp, lq) . (3.42)

The weight w is in general adapted to arbitrary coordinate system defined by the

top-down shape. For ellipses, the distance between two points in elliptic polar

coordinate system can be used for the weight. The weight can be given for the

elliptic polar coordinate system as follows:

w (p, q) =
√
dr2 + dθ2, (3.43)

dr =
x′dx′ + y′dy′

r
, (3.44)

dθ =
1

ab
· −y

′dx′ + x′dy′

r2
, (3.45)

where x′ = r cos θ and y′ = r sin θ. a and b are the ratio of semi-major and semi-
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(i)

(ii)

Figure 3.38: Segmentation using Elliptic Polar Coordinate: This figure
shows a matrix top raw shows edges, and left column shows shape of
ellipse used for segmentations. (a) and (b) are Canny edge map and
strengthened Canny edge map respectively. (c) and (d) are Berkeley edge
map and strengthened Berkeley edge map respectively. ellipse adjusted
for an object in the image is used for (i). For comparison, standard polar
coordinate is used for (ii).
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minor axis respectively. The transformation between (x, y) and (r, θ) is defined in

eq. (3.39). We applied this method to an image in the Berkeley image dataset. An

ellipse close to an object shape was given manually. It is verified that the similar

segmentations to the ones in the previous experiment can be obtained by adjusting

the weight in the cost function as explained above without actual image warping to

polar coordinate system.

3.6 Application to Motion

Up to this point, the torque operator was applied to edges in appearance.

However, the torque operator is applicable to geometric edges, such as depth edges

and motion edges. It is expected that the torque operator applied to these geo-

metric edges will perform better for finding objects. We demonstrate here to apply

the torque operator to motion edges. Torque value maps and figure-ground seg-

mentations based on torque using flow are demonstrated. The torque value map

was computed for each frame using norm of optical flow. Motion boundaries were

explicitly detected, and torque maps were computed by the way of gradient-based

torque computation. Segmentation was simply done with separation of positive and

negative torque value regions. Fig. 3.39 and 3.40 show test sequence, optical flow,

torque value map, and foreground segmentation. First row shows every ten frames

of a test image sequence. Second row shows color coded optical flow maps. Third

row shows torque value maps based on optical flow. Fourth row shows segmenta-

tions using the torque value maps. Since the method of the segmentation here was
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simple, there was a lot of room for improvement It was verified that torque maps

were well representing regions of motion even though background was moving.
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Figure 3.39: Motion-based Torque Value Maps and Segmentations 1/2:
First row shows every ten frames of a test image sequence. Second row
shows color coded optical flow maps. Third row shows torque value maps
based on optical flow. Fourth row shows segmentations using the torque
value maps.
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Figure 3.40: Motion-based Torque Value Maps and Segmentations 2/2:
First row shows every ten frames of a test image sequence. Second row
shows color coded optical flow maps. Third row shows torque value maps
based on optical flow. Fourth row shows segmentations using the torque
value maps.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

We introduced the ”Torque Operator”, a new mid-level visual operator, by

giving the concept and proper definitions. We defined the torque for theoretical

continuous and for practical discrete edge points and a torque based on image gra-

dients. Fundamental properties, such as the relationship between torque and area,

the usefulness of torque extrema, and torque value maps for simple shapes were

explored using both theory and experiments. It was shown that the absolute value

of the torque for a patch without normalization is equivalent to twice of the area en-

closed by the edge segments and the lines connecting the center to the end points of

the edge segments. For the torque based on image gradient, the absolute value of the

torque for a patch is equivalent to the difference between the average intensity inside

the patch and the average intensity on the patch boundary. A basic property of the

torque operator is that it tends to generate larger values when edges are aligned

in a way surrounding the center of the patch, and its scale matches the size of the

patch. Therefore, torque extrema are expected to indicate the center of surrounding

edges, which is often the center of an object. The benefit of these characteristic

properties was demonstrated in three applications: attention, boundary detection,

and segmentation. For all these applications, it was shown quantitatively, that the

torque operator enhances the performance of existing techniques. Furthermore, the
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potential of torque operator when applied to geometric cues, such as depth edges

and motion edges, was demonstrated. For practical use, a fast computation and

approximation of the torque computation were also introduced.

Being between local operators (like the derivative operators) and global op-

erators (like multidimensional histograms of features), mid-level operators have the

potential to support many computer vision processes. Important key properties of

the torque operator were discussed and verified by experiments, but we might have

scratched only the surface of a new mid-level operator in computer vision. In the

experiments of this thesis, we have not yet utilized the benefit of torque operator

in the most efficient way. Only strengthened edges were used in the experiments

on segmentation, but the torque value itself is also expected to be a useful visual

cue for segmentation. Furthermore, since the torque operator indicates the scale of

the surrounding edge structure, e.g . object-hood, it could be used to determine the

region of attention.

In this thesis, we applied the torque operator only to square and circular

patches. However, further extension of this work could be using patches of other

shapes such as rectangular and elliptic patches so that the torque operator could be

adapted to elongated objects. Another direction of extension is applying the torque

operator on different cues, such as for example depth.

We showed benefits of the torque operator for a variety of vision tasks through

qualitative and quantitative evidence. There could be other benefits for many meth-

ods by utilizing features extracted by the torque operator. It remains for future

research.
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Appendix A

Segmentation for Objects with Shadow

A.1 Algorithm

Object segmentation in images based on color or intensity edges is often dis-

turbed by edges of shading and shadow. The shadow could be casted onto back-

ground and object itself due to the shape of the object. Even though the brightness

changes by the shading and self-casted shadow, it is expected that the hue stays

similar. Therefore, the first step is to weaken the edges at which magnitude of hue

gradient is small, which is formulated as follows:

Pbhue (p) =


Pb (p) · α

∣∣ghue (p)
∣∣ < c0,

P b (p) otherwise,

(A.1)

where Pb (p) is the boundary probability at a point p. ghue is gradient in hue

channel. α < 1 is a constant factor to weaken the boundary probability. Since hue

is represented by value in ring, such as angle between −π and π, the gradient of hue

have to be computed by taking this circulation of value into account. Fig. A.1 shows

an example to show that edges due to shading are weakened by this method, and a

better segmentation is obtained. We assume in the explanation and demonstration

a fixation-based segmentation as the segmentation method where a fixation point is

given.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure A.1: Segmentation using Hue Gradient. (a) test image. (b) edge
map by Pb[15]. (c) segmentation using Pb. (d) edge map computed by
eq. (A.1). (e) segmentation using the edge map in (d). The green dot in
a segmentation is the given fixation point.

Although effects of edges due to shading and self-casted shadow is reduced by

using hue channel, failure of segmentation could be caused by the shadow casted

on the background. We even observed that the edge weakening using the hue gra-

dient sometimes weaken the edge between object and the shadow casted on the

background, and cause a segmentation including the shadow as a part of object.

Fig. A.2 is an example of the problematic segmentation due to shadow casted onto

the background. As taking a close look at the boundary between the hydrant and

the shadow in the edge map in the figure, it is noticed that there is no clear object

boundary edge due to similarity of color between the shaded part of object and the

shadow, and this missing of an edge causes the wrong segmentation.

The shadow detection is expected to improve segmentation quality by solving

the issue on wrong segmentation due to shadows. Once the shadow casted onto the

background is detected, one can strengthen the boundary of the casted shadow inside

the intermediate segmentation, and weaken the boundary of the casted shadow

coinciding with the intermediate segmentation boundary. This strategy is depicted
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure A.2: Example of Problematic Segmentation due to Shadow. (a)
test image. (b) edge map by combining Pb and hue gradient. (c) seg-
mentation using edge map in (b).

in the Fig. A.3. In this figure, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that we obtain

edges of the image in (a) as in (b) using hue gradient check explained above, and

its intermediate segmentation using edge map of (b) is just the area enclosed by

the edges, which corresponds to the segmentation in Fig. A.2(c) for example. If

we could extract the shadow region casted onto the background in red in (c), the

boundary of the shadow region can be computed. Then, the part of boundary inside

the intermediate segmentation is added as an edge (drawn in green), and the other

part of boundary coinciding with the intermediate segmentation boundary is weaken

(drawn in blue). Then, the new boundary probability map is computed as follows:

Pbsdw (p) =



max
(
Pbhue (p) + β+, 1

)
p ∈ ∂Rsdw ∩Rseg,

max
(
Pbhue (p)− β−, 0

)
p ∈ ∂Rsdw ∩ ∂Rseg,

P bhue (p) otherwise,

(A.2)

where Rsdw and Rseg are shadow region and intermediately segmented region re-

spectively. ∂R denotes the boundary of region R. β+ and β− are positive constant

parameters to strengthen and weaken edges respectively. Here, Pbhue is strengthened
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by torque operator based on edges extracted by hue gradient. The shadow region

Rseg is extracted from shadow probability map by binalizing the map by a threshold

because usually the shadow casted on the background has higher probability value

than the probability value for self-casted shadow and shading. Connected compo-

nents are computed after the binalization to determine the boundaries of shadow

regions.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) (c)

Figure A.3: Strategy of Edge Strengthening and Weakening. (a) A
object with shading and shadow. (b) Detected edges. It corresponds
to intermediate segmentation. (c) Casted shadow in red is detected.
Boundary of the shadow in side the segmentation in green is strength-
ened (added) and boundary of shadow coinciding with the intermediate
segmentation boundary in red is weakened.

A.2 Experiment

We demonstrate the segmentation improvement by this method. Fig. A.4

visualizes resulting improvements of segmentations. In the figure, it can be seen that

segmentation is disturbed by shading and self-casted shadow in the segmentation

for the first and fourth test images in (c). This problem is overcome using hue

gradient, and it results in segmentations in (e). The fifth test image is the case

that the segmentation in (c) becomes worse in (e) including shadow as a part of the
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object by edge weakening using hue gradient, but this is treated in the next step. At

the intermediate segmentation shown in (e), they are all suffered from the shadow

casted onto background. This problem is overcome by using shadow detection. The

shadow regions are extracted by binalizing the the shadow probability map in (f)

with a threshold, and boundaries of connected components of the shadow regions

are shown in (g). At the final segmentations in (g), they are improved comparing

to the segmentation in (c) and (e). Edge maps computed by eq. (A.2) shown in (h)

are then used for segmentation shown in (i). In this demonstration, the following

parameter set is used: c0 = 0.01, α = 0.5, β+ = 0.5, β− = 0.5 for all test images.

The threshold to extract shadow region were 0.3 for test images in the first and

second row, and 0.6 for the rest of test images.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

Figure A.4: Object Segmentation for Images with Shadow. (a) Test im-
age. (b) Edge map by Pb[15]. (c) Segmentation using Pb. (d) Edge map
computed by eq. (A.1). (e) Segmentation using the edge map strength-
ened by torque operator based on edges in (d). This segmentation is used
as intermediate segmentation in eq. (A.2). (f) Shadow probability map.
(g) Boundaries of extracted shadow region casted onto background. (h)
Edge map computed by eq. (A.2). (i) Segmentation using the edge map
in (h).
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